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CHAP'TER I

---------------------------

----------------

THE STUDY, PROCEDURES, AND SOURCES OF INI?CRMATION
I.

THE STUDY

This is an historical study depicting how California
came to adopt the requirement of a i'ifth year of preparation
for secondary teachers.

It is hoped that through a better

understanding of such a milestone event those interested in
teacher education will be able to view current educational
problems with greater insight.
This insight should include the knowledge that
California's fifth-year requirement, though being the first
in the United States, was just one of the steps in the
development of better certification in this State and the
nation.
Through remembering how this one signi.ficant event_
the adoption of the fifth-year requirement, occurred in the
long evolution of certification, those interested in teacher
education should find it easier to understand current and
future credentialing regulations and to assess their
development.
lYrno~e

gi

~~ ~~udy

This study of the California adoption of the initial
fifth-year requirement for high school certification has the

2
foll9W1-._l'lg ~i~l- _

1.

To describe briefly the development of secondary

education in Califoz·n.ia in ordes:• to show the eontemr,.orary

situation that existed at the time of the adoption of the
fifth-year requirement for high school certification.

2,

To trace and review the background of certifi-

cation in California in order to provide the historical
setting for the adoption of the fifth- year raqui:c•ement in the
over-all
)•

develofr~nt

of certification in the State.

'l'o show the natura of I;rofessional thought and

leadershir· that fostered the adoption of the fifth-;y-ear

requireroont ..

4.

To describe how the .fifth-year requi.rement \'las

adopted and by whom.

5.

To draw conclusions concerning prinCiJ:les which

were established by, and reflected in, the adoption of the
fifth-yEuu• requirement.

Ile l.~m;lr ~a:tAon~.
California •s adoption of a requil..ement for a fifthyear of gx•aduate study for the secondary e:u•edential sixty
years ago was a signal event.

·rhis study will deal only with

the adoption of the fifth-year requirement for high school

certification .. along with the necessary background information as stated above.

It will leave the treatment of the

J
.history of eerti!icat_ion__ ~!ld

t.he_

~'t.1P~E)_qu~~1i-

d_eye.}.opment. and

practice of the fifth ... yeax· program to other studies.

II.

SURVEY OF LITERATURE

A survey of studies on teacher certification, dealing
both with California end the nation as a whole, revealed that

no study in depth concerning the fiftb-yeax· requirement for
high school certification had been made in this State.
-~~.

Von Schlicbten had

writt~n

Teacher Certification:

f;rwin

such a study, n A Study in

the Story o! the Five Year Require-

ment in New York State," as an Ed.D. dissertation at ·reachers'
1
College, Columbia University.
Von Schlichten's disser-tation
di.ff'ex·s from this study, however.

His is more a study of

current practice, since New York did not adopt

tl~

fifth-year

requirement until l94J.
The lack of information on the origin of the fifthyear requirement in California was confirmed by

p~rsonal

interviC\fS with Dr. Lucien B. Kinney, fJ•ofassor Emeritus of
Education at Stanford University. Dr. Charles Hamilton of
the California Teachers Association, Dr. Stephen

c.

Clark,

Director of the Research Information Center of the California

1
Erwin "''J. Von Schliehten, •• A Study in ·reacher Certification: the Story of the Fi V$ Year Requirement in r.iew York
State" (unpublished Ed. D. dissertation, Teachers' College.
Columbia University, 1956).

4
'feacha.t~

Association, Dr. Blair Hurd, Coord:Lnator of Teacher

Education of the California State Department of Education,
Dr. Henry rglagnuson, Head of the Research Division of the
California State Department of Education, and corresr;Ondenca
with Dr. Hen::·y Harat:·, Specialist £or Fifth-year i'rograms of

Teacher Fr$;r,aration of the United States Department of' Health,
Education, and
f.iru!-D.I£

\~elfare

f.:r.Sl&~I!.PA·

and author of IgHA£h.i£ £'.t!RitAtign:

These contacts all seemed to indicate

that a study of the adoption of the fifth-}"-ear requirement

for secondary teachers in California would constitute a worthwhile contribution to education research.
The discussion with Dr. Kinney of Stanford t1as most

encouraging and helpful since under his tutelage a considerable amount of educational r-esearch had been conducted, some

in the area of teacher certification.
'I'he dissertations and theS$S of
....."' 'dll

I~ • :lsi

Cain/~ Chu, 3

Lin, 4 and

II

2 Leo F. Cain, "The DevelorMnt of Teacher Certification in California" (unpublished r~laster 1 s thesis, Stanford

University, 1935).

3Buoymun Mary Chu, nstate Policies and Programs in
the Certification of Teachers in California from 1890 to
1940~ (unpublished Ed.D. dissertation, Stanford University,
1946).
4uen;ry c. Lin, "Origin and Develot:ment of Teacher
Training in Californian (unpublished ~~sterts thesis,

Stanford University, 1930).

5
lf1ille:r.5 at St_an.for•<!,

a~ 'We~l

6
as those of Brown and Burlunan7

at the University of California, De:r•keley, were heli'ful in
understanding the over-all f"icture of teacher C6rtification
in California.

These were general historical studies, how-

ever, which did not have the purpose of studying in depth

any !:articular facet of secondary teacher ce.t"tif'ication such

as was done with the fifth-year requirement for high school
teachers in this study.

Arehex•'s

g

study was helt,ful in

understanding current cert:i.fication V'raetices in California.

For

t1~

background and und0rstanding of the develop-

ment of teacher certification, in the United States, as well
as the relationshi.p of teacher ce:r•tification to licensure
Q

among the other professions, the works of Bltaueh, ~ Carr...
5Frank Byron !•iillar, tt A Study of the Certification of
Taachet·s in the State of California, 1849 to lSSO" ( unpub-

lished Master's thesis, Stanford University, 1931).

~Sherman s. Brown, wt'fhe History of the Training and
Certification of Secondary Teachers in California" (unJ:ublished Ph.D. dissertation, The University of California,
Berkeley, 1931).
7Joel Andrew Durkmen, •*'l'eache.rs' Permanent Certificates and P.r-ofessional Growth" (unpublished Ed.D. disserta•
tion, The Uni varsity of California, Berkeley, 19.31}.
rtEllis c. Archer, nA, J>roposed Revision of California
Credential Stn.tcture" (unpublished Ed.D. dissertation.
Stanford University, 1956).

9tloyd E. Blauch, (ed.), ~dycatiQ~ ~[t. ~ £t2-

f~§Ri&zn,, United Stat&sDepartment of Healt, Education,

and Wel are 1 Office of Education (Washington:
Printing Office, 1955).

Gover~nt

6

SatJ.~d~rs

wi;son, 1 °K_n!~~t.~ 11 _~an_d IC!l~gll.t

and

and Ha11

12

were

most helpful.

F'or an over-all reference work on all phases of the
history of education in California, the book
Qlli~QfQim,

by Roy

w.

~.qJ.!catl.on

in

Cloud, State Executive Secretary of

the California Teachers Association from 1927 to 1947 is
informative. 13
III.

PROCEDURE

To achieve the foraegoing lJU.rposes of this study the
historical research method has been used.
information and data bearing

gathered and analysed.

UJ;,on

All available

the topic have been

From such information and data a

factual account has been W.t"itten.
IV.

SOURCES 01l INFORMA'fiON

'l1 he sources of information for this study have been
Tl~

Constitution of the State of Cali£orn1a; California
10

(London:

A.IV1. Carr-Saunders and P.A. Wilson, 'the

Oxford University Fross, 19.33).

11

Edga:- W. Knight,

(New York1
12

Eguc!t~pq 1!1 the Yn.ilt~P

Ginn and Company,

Edgar

w.

9 1}.

~rQ.f'essi.Q.t;l§.
Slif!t<!S

Knight and Clifton L. Hall fteadings !!!.
Appleton-Century-

Am!riqar1 f~dyeatignal His!(or:t: (New York:

arorts,

Inc., 1951).

l3Roy vi. Cloud, Educa,t~o-r !n Pilifg:r:ntJ. (Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 1952 •

I

f-

7
Statute§!§. 0f1:&{lt~g by tile, _$t_E!t~ _l~gj,~l~t.lll'~ ;_ r4!nut.{!jS _o_f nth~

California State Board oi' Education meetings; Proceedings of
the California Teachers Association meetings; Proceedings of
the County and City Superintendents' Conventions and other
educational groups; Regulations of the State Department of
Education; Annual and Biennial l'leports of the California
State Superintendents of fublic Instruction; Reports of
special educational commissions; and the University o.f California R!&i.St!r•
Other valuable sources of material have been articles

in contemporary educational journals, books and studies on
California educational history, doctoral dissertations, and

masters' theses.

CHAPTE.UII
A BRIEF HISTOHY O!o' SECONDARY EDUCATION IN CALIFORNIA

In order for an outstanding event to occur, such as
the adoption of a fifth-year requirement of graduate study
for secondary teachers, the axistant educational condition
must be a favorable one.
It is the f"llrpose of this cba:pter to show the nature

of this condition by briefly describing the develo;tment of
secondary education in California up to the position that
it held at the time of the adoption of the fifth-year
requirement.

The first common schools in California
lished during the era of

SJ~nish

l~re

estab-

and 1-'lexican rule.

11heae

were generally of poor quality and had little affect on the

later development ot the schools.

1

E:arly Amer1ean occupation of California ss.w some
improvement i.n the concern for education.

During this J-'eriod

and prior to the first Constitutional Convention, held in
1John H. Napier, Jr., »The Origin and Development of

The Public High School in California,"

2! $eqgndarx Edu£ilf,1on, VIII (January,

~alif~rn~~ ~tv!~~~

19.33), P• 17 •

9
l$49 at f•lont$l'e y_, a

the cities.

f_~w

eom!llOn schoola

_W~tl"(L

established in

Interest in schools at this time, however, was

not strong. 2
Nor did interest gain during the early days

gold rush.

or

the

The population there was made up largely of men

who had left their families with the intention of returning
to them when they had made their fortunes.

They had little

usa, therefore, for schools. J
Desi,ite the unsettled conditions which existed in

1849, the framers of the first Constitution of the State of
California nevertheless included :provisions for education.
Article IX, sectio11 J, states:
rrbe Legislature shall provide for a system of
schools by which a school shall be kept and
supported in each district at least three months
in each year, and any school district neglecting

to kee:p up and support such a school may be
deprived of its proportion of the interest of

the public fund. • • .,4

no specific mention of high schools was made it

~1lile

was implied that a complete "system of schools'* was to be

2

Ibid.., P• 18.3-184,

3J .B. MeChesney.t "Secondary Education in California, ..
T\!fentl'-fir~:t.~en.
l tteoon 2!:. ~he. JBii~r·intanQ!n~ g! fybl~c

!e5}*-u§8i}n l

i

-l 4

I

P•

-

14 •

1

(Sacramento:

·tate Printing Office,

. 4cg*!foj~i& §~~t~ Qgp§~i~Mt~o.n, adopted in 1a49,

Art. IX, sec.

, P• 12.

10
establitZhed. -The -legislature was _therefor-e required to:_

" • • • encourage by all suitable means the promotion t.>f intel-

lectual, scientific, moral and agricultural improvement • • • •"
This indicates that all levels of public education were to be
provided. 5
The first legislature failed to

~spond

to the educa-

tional provisions of the Constitution except that it did
establish the office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction.

His duties were to administer the State's educational

program and to encourage its developml.lnt.

6 The extent to

which the State Su:perintendent of Public Instruction influenced this develorJnent depended Uf'On the man himself. but in

general the State Superintendents were effective leaders in
eclucational matters, including certification, in the State.
'Ijhe

second legislature in l$51, howevt;n•, enacted the first

school law.

High schools ware mentioned in Article II,

section ;:

Not less than sixty percent of the amount paid
each distt•iet shall be expanded in teachers
salaries; the balance may, at the discretion of

the district, be expended in building or repairing
school ... bouses, purchasing a library or apf~ratus,
or far the support of a high school.?

5lbig., sec. 2, P• ll.
6cali;t:ornia ::!~~~Y:~ll• f~rs}r Se§§io.p., 1849-1850,

Cbap. LXXfV, Art. I, ll• 205.

?Ctllfor,nil ~tq.~<!§., SJ.9Q00 §.Sf§iO.!!t 1851- Chap.
CXXVI, Art. ~f, sec. 5, P• 491.

ll
~Q___)!igh _ ~qbQ_Q_l~-~.!"~ __cH·gani~~d

_u.nder_the provisions.

of the law of 1851 for the city elementary schools were only
now beginning to emerge.
The nli'xt legislature in 1$52 enacted a new school

latt~

but made no mention of high schools.
~ ~,1~

gt

P.!nomlniM!9nl~

It was evident

~hat

!ad

t~ivate §~£Qndari ~~hgQl§

secondary education in particular

received scant ·public attention during the early years of
California statehood.

During this

r:~riod

however, and con-

tinuing until 1891, a nwnber of denominational and

~private

academies were established throughout the state.
These were important, not only because they provided
college preparato.ry work

du:t~ing

this time, but also because

they blazed the trail for the public acceptance and developS

ment of secondary education.
~~g~aAa~lQQ

fnclygeQ

~ ~cb22+!

in

~be ~cbQql §xst!~

In 1855 a tldrd school law was enacted calling for a

division of the common schools into:
Primaryt Grammar, and High School departments
• • • prov1ded, there be sufficient means for all
such departments, and if not, then, in the order

ij

4

q
l~
l]

",,
u
:;

12
_ irLwhi_cb_tne_y__ a~-lte_rein_ named, the primary .school
having preference.~
Under thi$ Act which prevailed until minor changes

were made in 1863, the first two public high schools in
California were established in San Francisco and Sacramento
10
in 1a.56.
In 1862 the thriving mining and trading centers of
Nevada City and Grass Valley Ol"ganized high schools.

11

San Jose was the next city to establish a high school
and from 1869-79 eleven more were organized in Stockton,

Santa Clara, Vallejo, Oakland,

Los Angeles,
:Petaluma, Santa Rosa,. Santa Cruz, Alameda and Gilroy. 12
~~rysville•

'rhese high schools developed directly out of the nlixed

one-room common schools.

As a school grew in size it would

be divided into primary, intermediate, and

advanc~d

grade or

high school departments.

Finally when the enrollment was
sufficiently large a separate high school would emerge. 13
9

ca11r~rn~~ atru~~lh ~Ulh §..tts§~gn, 1855, Chav.
•
h Anny~~ ~· Qt. li.b!. ~t~~e

CLXXXV, sec. ! , P• 2.3
10
california,

su r nten ent 21: bl
ns
Ca fornia State Pr nting · ffice,

n

· . -rsacramento:
0 , P• 6.

Jobn SWett, ~Uf Myeat.!cm !u. Qali,orn~ (r-Iew
American Book o., 9
, P• 262.
12 John A. Napier, Jr., "The ftise of the Public High
School in 2alifornia Prior to 1879,n CaJ:~f'Q.rnii. ~Ui;tfj;er~x gf
§~eondt~.:t' .it.ducatigg, VIII (June, l9).3l, P• 39 •
13 Ib!d•
11

York:

12

____ __ _____The _groQwtb_of_

to~-

hi.gll school tllOVeruent was abetted by

the establishment in 1$69 of the University of California.
The presence of this institution increased the

im~ortance

of

the role of the high school in rireparing students for higher

education.

The University through its entrance requirements

also influenced considerably the curriculum of the high
schools and the quality of their teaching.
Ra~is\

growth Qf. H1W.l §cbogd:.§

14

lJtllt-1&!2.

The period :f'rom 1874 to 18'79 was one of rapid growth
of saconda:cy education in California.

'l'here was nearly a

doubling of tile number of students enrolled in high schools,
advanced grades, or advanced

gramn~r

grades (as they were
sonr~times called) from 2,447 in 1874 to 4,871 in 18?9. 15
II.

PERIOD OF LOSS OF STATE FINANCIAL SU'f'POR'l'

ESQ~~ ~ fol~~~c!l Qbin&~

ill

~aliiornii

During the 1870 •s the comx;:lexion of California itself
was changing.

The mines were becoming worked out.

Many

miners with little capital were turning to farming and others
ware migrating to the cities to find emr,,loyment.

These

problems, together witb such cottlJ:;lications as the Chinese
ii

~

14r-1cChesney, !ill• cit., P• 122.

15Napiar, Ql:• ~., P• 399.

~

ij

H

14

l1.I

u
n
'1

~

lj

r~

H

1.3
Jl!lllltgeatJ.on,__ the impact __ of the-railroad rnonopoly,- and the - - --

effect of the national

~~ic

of 1873, led to hard times for

the workingman in California.

There was unrest and a new

political party, the "workingmen's Party« arose.

It hoped to

remedy economic conditions through a revision of the Consti"'-- State. 1f,
tution of ts.u.l
· ··

The result of the Constitutional revision as it
concerned secondary education was to eliminate all State
supr•ort to high schools.

Cloud rep.orts that, "Mr.

include high schools as

LJ'ohriJ

benefitir~

Swett had wished to

also from the School Fund,

but this was stricken out • • • for fear it ttould antagonize
the Convention.*'

It was f.elt that such was the feeling of

the Convention that any antagonism would prevent the :t'ast of

ttw educational recommendations from passing. 17
Article IX, section 6 of the new Constitution read:
Tbe :public school system shall :include J.lrimary

and grannnar schools, and such high schools, evening
schools, normal sehools 1 and technical schools as
may be established by tne Legislature, or. by
municipal or· district authOL"ity• but the entire
revenue derived

:fl'"Om

the State School Fund a:nd the

State school tax, shall. be applied exclusivl)ly to
the support of primary and grammar schools.18
16McChesnay, ~· ~., P• 117.

Calif.:

17noy 11{. Cloud, ~dli<al.tiQD. in Q.al~!iF'll~.i (Stanford,
Stanford Univ. Press, 1952), P• 69.

18g•llf~rn~l ~~~! c2ps~~t~4gn, adopted in 1879,

A.rt. IX, s~c.

:>,

P• )0).
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F'riends of secondal"Y edueatiotLirLthe s_tate _wel"eL"terribly
disappoints~•

that high schools were to receive no state
financial support. 19 High schools were mentioned in the
Constitution but were requir•ad to seek theit" supt-"'rt from
municipal or local taxation.
The inimicality in the law proved. helr:ful to secondary

education, however, by focusing people's attention mo.t•e
20
sharply on the high schools,
Since it was now the res:t:.onsibil:tty of the local
community to support a high school if they wanted one, the

peo{lle examined the benefits that having a high school could
bring them.

They looked to existing bigb schools to see what

they were doing for their eownunities. 21

The result of this

type of aetion was that new high schools were formed and
according to McChesney, none was abandoned as a result. of

the new

?2

Constitution.·~

Secondary education

:t.~cei vad

an increasing sllare of

attention from the State teachers' associations at teachers'
institutes and from visiting lecturers from the University

of California and other colleges.
1{)

This consideration

·McChesney, ~· e~~·, l'• 118.

20

~., P• ll9.

2lru.g.
22~.

hel~~d

15
the high schools to provide a better program.
Recognising the worth of a high school education but
desiring State aid to support it, some communities devised
a plan to get both.

Th$y adopted an extension of their

grammar schools and called it the »gra.rmnar course."

It

included enough English, mathematics, science, and history
to seeu.t..e for its students admission to some colleges in
the State.

This plan worked for a period with ttw State

appror,riating three dollars for each }:>Upil so en.t"'lled. 2 4

In 1891 tba subterfuge was termed illegal thus closing
this avenue of State support for the high schools. 2 5

llowevar· the legislature did r.ass an Act in 1891 that
aided small districts to secure high school$.

It authorized

the establishrn$nt of union high schools by contiguous districts which were too small to support a bigh school on their
own.

This led to a growth in the number of high schools
particularly in the rural areaa. 26
The people of Cali.fornia, howeve.r·, still saw the

"incongru.i ty'' of laws that

SUJ:JlOt..ted

both ends of the educa-

tional system, i.e. elementary schools and the University,
2

2
2

~I.b1~.
l"Ibiq. J P• 120.
5C§li£orn~~ $~a~qte§~ ~!Qty-~ Session, 1891,

Chapter CX>~VII, sec. 2, f• ~82.

26);:21~.

l6
but did not supF~rt the high schools in tr~ middle. 27

Ib.t!. Int;!Jaence 2.£ flhi Uni verai~X 9.f. GaJ:ifgrn:La

2n Se cgng.arx

~;ducatign

In 1884 the University of California started a
movement wtdcb was to influence the high schools, and particularly their curricula, to a greater extent than was currently
being done through its entrance requirements.

The University

adopted the ,. accrediting system" whereby pupils from high

schools accredited by the University could be admitted to the
University without examination.
Examiners from the University visited high schools
throughout the State to observe their r-rograms and examine
their curricula to determine whether they should or should

not be accredited.
This accrediting, together with University extension
courses, did much to acquaint the i•ubli c with the roles and

the values of both the University and the high schools.

28

The National Education Association was becoming an
influence in California education as early as l$88 when San
Francisco was chosen as the site of the National Education
Association Convention for that year. 29 Cloud reports that
'- 7McChesney, ~· ~., P• 120.
26 Ibid., P• 122.

29cloud, ~· cit., P• 94.
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The entire convention was an inspirational
treat to the tea.chers of the West, most of whom
were privileged to attend a gr~at national
convention for the first time.JO
The influence of this group on ooeondary education was mani ...

rested at
when a

til$

National Education Association meeting in 1892

!~solution

was adopted which aided secondary education

throughout the country.

The resolution was directed toward

making college entrance requiremEmts more uniform.

A com-

mittee x•eferred to as "the committee of ten,'' was SfiJ'!Ointed
to titudy the problem and to make recommendations. )l
At a subsequent national Education Association meeting,

a col'lh-nitt$a, which came to

'b$ know

aa *'til$ committee of

fifteen" was appointed to continue the \1ork.

Their findings

were used by high schools in California to improve

tl~ir

offerings and to generate increased interest in the high
32
schools.·
Another factor which aided the growth of high schools

was the provision in the new Constitution which guaranteed
women admission to the University of California.

Included

in Article IX, section 9, was the following statement:

10

. !2is!•,

"Uo

P• 95.

1
) Nationa1 Education Association, f!"O~f~ of ~lt~
NiU(ional; ~!'lu~~o,n ~~ogi§Uiion, £.onyon1(ion J ~
aratoga
Springs, Hew YorE
$ ASSociation), IJ• z1;!1.
32McChesney, 2£• ei~., P• 123.

r~rson

shall be debarred to any o£ the collegiate departments

of the University on account of sex.n33

This

r~ant

more and larger high schools would be

needed to make room for girls who

wisl~d

to prepare for the

University or who desired a high school education.

!!!ih

§sho;{,~ qr:o~l'A

ill,i-!2.Q.Q.

Secondary education continued its growth as indicated
by these figures showing the number of high schools in the

State for the period 18$5 to 1900.3 4

Total Number of

li!\lmber Acer·edi ted

!f!.tU:

_High s,gbool:m ,

fyb~~P.

frivfti(E!

TQ.t..a.l

1885
lg<]O

12
24

3
11

0
2

13

98

1895
1900

120

43

87

14
23

j

57
110

Despite this growth of high schools the supporters of

secondary education still strove to gain financial support
for them.

Tb$ir attitude was aptly eJq:ressed by State

Su~~rintendent

Thomas J. Kirk:

v!i tb the advanced and advancing demands of
the times, with the necessity in all fields of
industrial and commercial activity for more skill
a.nd finer training, to sar nothing of the demands
for the culture side of l1fe there is a settled
conviction in the nd.nds of thoughtful friends of
public education that a link is missing in our

3cal~forn1A ~ka'e C2nst~tut!2n, adopted 1879, Art.
IX, sec. 9, P• '05.
3
~~cChesney, QR• cit., P• 124.
3
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educational chain . a :t'Ung out of our educational
ladder, that reaotes from the kindergarten through
the university. The high school therefore, has
been seeking that recognition which has heretofore
been denied it. High Schools, it is t1~e, have

been increasing and flourishing, not in any degree
because of but in spite of the lack of State
recognition. At present their attitude is largely
that of private instead of public schools. They
are maintained entirely by local or district tax.
The State extends them no aid whatever. School

superintendents and other officials are not certain
how the High School teacheJ.--s and pupils are to be
counted in making reports of the teaching force
and of enrollment and daily attendance in public

schools.

An outgrowth of this condition and of

the sentiment in favor of hifh schools so common
among the people is the r-end ng constitutional

amendment designated as No. 4, which is to be
voted U!~n at the ensuing general election.J5
III.

STA'rE FINANCIAL SUF·POR'l'

'rhe teachers o:f California had met together as early

as 1854, when State Sur;erintendent Paul K. Hubbs called the
first State teache.r•'s convention. 36 Subsequent teachers
conventions and institutes led to the founding, in 186;,
during the State Superintendentship of John Swett, of the
California Educational Soeiety. 37

This Soeie·ty, according

·to Gloud, "wielded ••• much educational power,rt and was "a

20

dynamic force in the school life of the State.n

38

In 1875 the California Teachers Association was
formed from the base J;rovided by the California Educational
Society. )9 The new organization, observed Cloud,

u

proved.

itself to be a great, State-wide, all-inclusive educational
body, which worked for the welfare of the teachers and the

p•oteetion of the rights of the J;tudanti/ of' California.••

40

The California Teachers Association was in favor of
the

f:t"Oposed amend:nent to provide State financial

support to

the high schools and this support, together with a general
t:'ublic demand for State supJ;Ort of the high schools lead to
its passage by the voters in 1902. 41
The amendment which was adopted to Article IX, section
6, of the Constitution of California reads as follows:

The public school system shall include primary
and grammar schools, and such high schools, evening
schools, normal schools, and technical schools
as may be established by the Legislature, or by
municit:lttl or district authority. The entire
revenue derived from the State school fund and
from the general State school tax shall be applied
exclusively to the support of primary and grammar
schools; but the Legislature may authorize and
cause to be levied a special State school tax for
the SUJ:port of high schools and technical schools,
3

~!bi.Q.,

P• 5$.

39!1W!·
40rug.
41cloud, 2£• g!i., P• lOJ.
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or either of such schools, included in the public
school system, and all revenue derived from such
special tax shall be applied exclusively to the
support of the schools for which such special tax

shall be levied.4~
Suf~rintendent

Kirk, as chronicled by Cloud, called

together a committee to draft a legislative proposal to
provide State aid to the high schools under terms of the new

amendment.

Professor

The committee

or

membershiJ~

included Elmer E. Brown,

Education at the University of California and

later United States Commissioner of Education from
1911, and J .1v.

~lcClyn1onds,

1906

to

Oakland City Schools Superin-

tendent.43
Professor Brown had added a young southern California
high school principal, David Rhys Jones. to the education
staff at the University.

Since r<ir. Jones \fas currently also

writing a Master's thesis on *'State Aid to Secondary Sehools,n
Professor B1..own brought him to the committee meetings.

)'lr.

Jones was asked to study materials gathered by the California
Teachers' Association and to draft a bill to be presented to

the Legislature. 44
Superintendent Kirk gave this draft to his friend
Chester Rowell of Fresno who introduced the bill and guided

lt.'2cl:ttr8.r'n!i ~ Cgnstitu~igfl,
4;9 ? to Ait.~It; sec. , 11•

t{ovember

4Jcloud, loc. ~.

1,.4!l2id·

amendment ado:pted
lvi.
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it through both houses in 1903. 45

The bill provided for an

ad valorem tax of li cents on every one hundred dollars of

taxable property in the state to support high schools.46
In the passage of this act Elmer E. Brown saw an

impetus for high school growth in California.

At the north-

ern section meeting of the California Teachers Association,
held at Willows in 1903, he commented:
This act, based upon the Constitutional
Amendment adopted a year ago,. r.•rovides for State
aid to high schools. Our high schools have had.
to do without such aid since the adoption of the
Constitution of 1g79. The new (Rowell) act
J?rovides for the distribution of State aid in
very considerable amounts. It seems likely that
it will give a great imp~tus to the building up
of high schools in {'arts oi' the State not already
well provided with such schools. A gr~at movement
is underway in various parts of the country looking
to the provision of free high school instruction to
all children in a given state who are qualified to
receive such instruction. Tan states I believe
have now such provision the last of which is
California. Parallel with this n~vement there has
been a tremendous increase in the enrollment of
pUf•ils in high schools. In the count:r•y at large,
nearly one per cent of the whole f~fulation is now
enrolled in such schools. In nineteen States more
than one per cent of the ~opulation is enrolled in
secondary schools. According to the latest report
of the Commissioner of Education, California leads
all of the states in the p·roportion of its fJOFulation enrolled in colleges and universities. But in
the proportion of its J.~opulation enrolled in secondary schools California is far down the list - the
fourteenth from the top. This means that at the

45rug.
46ca,lifgrni;a §t,iFes, 'fh:irta:-f,~f~b Se§§it?n,. 190.3,.
Chapter LX, sec. l, P• ~
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present time a very bigh F'roportion of tha students
in our secondary schools is made up of those preparing for college.

We cannot

ex~ct

so high a

proportion to be maintained with the great increase
in schools and attendance which will, undoubtedly,
come under the operation of the Rowell Act. It
follows that this Act will be chiefly of benefit to
that very large class of pupils who might go to
secondary schools, under favorable conditions, but
will not be able to go to college. In view of this
fact it should command the hearty interest of all
who are interested in education in the common
schools, whether they are also interested in higher
education or not.47
As Professor Brown predicted public secondary education continued to grow.

In 1902 there were 139 high schools
in the state, 143 in 190J, and by 1905 there were 177. 48
The University

or

California continued to exert a

strong influence u·pon the high schools through its accreditation and its entrance requirements.

The curriculum was

broadening, however. to provide for local desires and for
those students who were not to go on to higher education. 49
Collll:1l§!!¢1gn Q1.

t~~

S£bQQl

~:(Sk,e~

!n !2Qj

At the time of the adoption of the fifth-year requirement for high school certification the educational system of

24
California was State supported and composed of the elementary
schools requiring eight years (four years for primary and
four years fo:r the grammar de partrnent) , the high schools
:f'out'" years, the universities four years, and the professional

schools four years.

Symmary
An environment in secondary education which would be
conducive to the adotition of a .fifth-year of f\l:"eparation for
high school teachers developed early in California despite
an inauspicious beginning.

Prior to statehood there was little interest in
schools except in a few of the cities.

The first State Con-

stitution of lSlt-9 authorized the legislature to establish a
school system but it was not until 1856 that the first public

schools were established.
During tlwse early years the denominational and
private high schools provided secondary education for the
state and paved the way for the acce}.1tance of the public high

school.
~Vith

the granting of State financial SUftiOrt to high

schools in lfl55 together with the establishment of the University of California in le69, the development of high

schools was accelerated and by 1879 there were 4,871 students
enrolled in secondary schools in the State.
Economic changes took place in California with the

25

out or the mines and a conversion to fa.rming, com-

playillt~

merce and rnoN domestic pursuits.

The resultant upheaval

led to r,olitical changes also, with

too

workingmen of

California seeking to improve their lot through revision
of the Constitution.
The rublie high schools still continued to increase
in the State, bowevc.n", due to heightened inta.c>ast in them at

a local level and to the authorization

}.i~Ulsed

in 1891, to

form union high eebools.
The need for state financial aid nevertheless was
n~H!!!HUuu·y

to the develotJnent

or

the tYl'$ of a secondary

system which educators advocated and which the accrediting
system of the University of California
recognized al$o, that the stato

d~manded.

surt~orted

It was

the educational

system from elementary school through the University excert

for the high schools.
In 1903, the l'assage of the Ro\ITElll Act, undiitr pro-

visions of a Constitutional amendment ar:p.t..oved by the peorle
of the State in 1902 • gave state tax su.rJ:CH"t to the high
schools.

'fhis ra.uulted in increased growth of high schools

until in 1905 there wore 177 in California.
'~<\lith

tho StatG school. system including a rublicly

fi.nanced r·rogram, tbe educational environment was one that
could r-emit the ado1•tion of a fifth.... year requirement for

high school teachers.

r-

CHAF'TER Ill

HIS1rORICAL BACKGROUND OF CBRTIFICATION IN CALIFORNIA

I.

INTRODUCTION

This cha,pter outlines the historical background of

certification of high school teachers in California through
the events which formed the base for the adoption of the
fifth-year requirement.

It is a study of certification

l'egulations and the developing usa o.f credentials based on
education r-ather than examinations, as the basis for the
issuance of certificates.

Thus the chapter deals with the

period up to and including the certification law of 189.3.
~rhis

background is necessary in order to show the origin and

early growth of the roots from which the fifth-year idea was
to develop.

Two terms, certj.fieate and credentials, will be used

in this chapter and their meanings should be made clear.
By a certificate is meant a legal document authorizing a

person to teach.

This document or license might be issued

by any legal agency ranging from local school district

authorities or county authorities to state authorities,
depending UJ.'Ofi tbe provisionS Of the laws in force at the

time.

The certificate might be granted directly to a person

with or without the issuing authority making any determination

27
as to the applicant's qualification to teach.

It might

instead be based on requirements such as an examination.

It

might also be based on credentials which are formal qualifications to teach that the f'lerson has attained.

These

credentials may be based on a college diploma or on other
:requirements set by the agency granting the credentials.

The

legal agency issuing the certificate may also prescribe regulations concerning the credentials that it will accept for
eert1f1cation. 1
The Constitution of the $tate authorizes the legislature to make provisions for education in the state.

The

legislatux·e f:macts basic regulations concerning certification
and also empowers the State Board of Education, or County or

local boards of education, to establish requirements.

These

boards, under the powers granted, then determine the rules
and

r~gulations

for certification within their spheres of

jurisdiction.
II.

THE EXAMIJ:JATION S!S'fEM OF CERTIFICATIOIJ

As was indicated in the r:receding chaptel", the Con-

stitution of California, 1849, did make some r•rovision for
education in the State.

The legislature, it was t:--ointed

out, established thta office of the State Superintendent of

Public Instruction in 1850.
In 1851 the legislature ;>rovidad for the annual

election of a School Committee, in each school district to.
among other duties, examine and appoint teachers.

The law

stated as follows:
They Lthe Committe!! shall not i'urnish any
t:erson a certificate unless he have a good

moral character, and should be found, on a
rigid examination, possessed of knowledge and
that aptness to teach, which are~indis~ensably
necessary to a Teacher of youth.~
In 1852 the State Board of Education was created.
The duties of the board at this time did not include cert:i.fication but this function was increasingly assigned to it

and it became an extremely important and influential body
in tha development and centralization of certification. 3

A new school law was enacted in 1855.

Concerning

teacher certification it empowered city boards to examine
teachers and to grant certificates.

• • • to each as they shall find after rigid
and thorough examination a11d investi.gation to be
persons of good moral character, of sufficient
learning and ability for teaching, having sr~cial

regard for the ability to

.

im1~art

knowledge. • •

.,

··ga;,1l2rnia ~ti~Y.tJI• .iiec,Qqq Se~ion, 1851, Cha:pter
J:V; sees. and 6, l"• 4 •

C:XXVI, Artl.cle

3c@lif,orQia

~t§!il!t§!s, Ib~::P.. §es§1Q.!l, 1852, Chapter

LIII, Article I, sec. l,pp. 117-llS.
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such certificates shall remain in force • • •
one year • • • unless sooner l~evoked.4
That each city board had freedom to establish its own
requirements, indicated that the prevailing J;rinciJ>le was one

of d$Centralized authority for issuance of certificates.

The

examination system was employed and the examining board was
the local board itself, made UF' of laymen.
S~a~f.

Control Ql ~~inAl(t.o,q Joipi Local ff.:?..n~t:9+..

This unJlrofessional system nf certification prevailed

until 1860 when the unsatisfactory lay boards were replaced
by state and county boards of examination.

This marked a

move toward be>th centralization of certification, and
professional control of the examination itself.

Ths power

of the State Board of Examination was evident in the law
which provided:
A certificate granted by said Board shall be

in full force and effect, without further examination, in each and ev~ry county of the State, for a

period

t)f

two years. 5

The law was clarified and expanded in 1863, under
the guidance of John Stfett, Sta·te Surerintendent of fublie

.
4c,alif,orn~A S~a~ujte~.• .§.i2S,tb §..essiP!h 1855, Chapter
CLXXXV, see. !5, P• 3 •
5

g@liforn~a §tatite§., n~.xen:t::. h. Session, 1860, Chapter

CCCXXIX, sec. 12, P• )2 •
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Instruction.

'fhe new law specified that First Grade Certi-

ficates, (which were valid in high
by the State Examining Board.

scl~ol)

would be issued

'!'his board would be co&J':iosed

of the State Superintendent of Public Instruction, not less
than three county superintendents of schools and, under the
fJ

new law, "not less thar1 four" classroom teachers • .:>

These

State certificates were valid, *'in any school district in
the State,*' 7 and for a r.eriod of four years.

Certificates

based on county boards of examination were also authorized
but these were valid for only two years.

A new state certificate was also created called the
State Educational Diploma.

It was issued on State examina-

tion of teachers who "have been engaged in the vocation of
teaching at least three years.n 8 It was valid statewide for
six years.
The examinations for these State certificates were
held in San F'raneisco in connection with the annual State

Teachers' Institute.

'!'he State Board of

Examination, in

lfi6), included seven county surer•intendants and six teachers

in addition to the State
6

of Public Instruction.

9!\~i:(~Q.lr.i. §ki&'tllte§, FgJJrl(~~Ellih ~ssion, l86J, CLIX.

sec. 47, J)• 2
7

SuJ~rintendent

•

Ibi,q.

8!J2i.tl•, sec. 48, P• 207.

Jl
Seventy-seven candidates toak the twelve- to sixteen-hour
examination which included algebra, arithmetic, geography,
grammar, physi•;logy, philosophy, United States history,
definition of 25 words, st;elling 25 words, and general
questi.ons on methods

Q
t:>f teaching.~

Candidates were granted certificates according to the
scores they achieved on the examination.

Candidates scoring

75 ;1er cent or higher who had three year·s of teaching

experience were granted State Educational Diplomas.

A score

of 65 per cent or higher entitled the candidate to a First

Grade Certificate which was valid for four years in grarnrnar
and

high schools.

Second and Tbird Grade Certificates, valid

fen" two years and only in gramrnar schools, were awarded on

marks of 50 I"er cent and 4.0

$>ei'

cent

resJA~ctively.

10

The examination resulted in the awarding of nine State
Educational Di f.'lomas, seven First Grade, ten Second Grade,
and twenty Third Grade Cert:lficates.

The remaining thirty-

one candidates did not pass the examination. 11
It was not clear at fi.r•st if State Educational

Dir;l~~

mas were to be valid in high schools but this authorization

()California, :@irteenMh A.n!l1tal

Re,onr!{

21. gh~ &H;atttt

Superintendent of :Public Instruction, 1Bb3, Pi)• 2 - 7.
0
J .!bi!i· I P• 28.
JJ Ibid. , 11• 29.
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was SJ:l$Cified in the law of 1866.

this

cet~ificate

It stated that holders of

were eligible to teach in any public school,

including high school, except that it did not authorize the

holder to teach a foreign language in high sehool.l2
The 1866 law also created the State Life Diploma.

be eligible to receive this life certificate a

t~aehar

To

must

have ntaught one year successfully after receiving a State
Educational Diploma.n 13
The law did not indicate whether or not this certificate entitled its holder to teach in a high school.

According to Brown it was generally accepted statewide that
it was a valid high school certificate.

A San

I~'ranoisco

attorney who studied the law, at the .t"equest of' San Francisco
school officials, supt;orted this opinion and the practice of

allowing State Life Diploma bolders to teach in the high
schools of that city was followed. 14
This life

cex~ificate

was the highest that the State

offered and sti.ll it did not require any professional ti..ain-

ing or even attendance at any school.
, "

12

This

sl~ws

the low

C.alif~.r_:niza §ti~tAt~t· ~eenttn Se§~f!, 1865-66,

CCCXLII, sec. 7, P• 404-40 •
l)Ib~g., see. 89, P• 405.

14sherman s. Brown, tt'rhe History of the Training and
Certification of Seoondat·y Teachers in California" (unJ:ubliahed Doctoral di.ssertation, The University of California,

Berkeley, 1931), P• 19.

rl

l
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standards that were prevalent at the time under the examination system.

15

City boards of examination were also created by
the law of 1866.

They were to include teachers in their

rnambershiJ; and were empowered to grant certif'icates for

teaching in high

schools~

Two more provisions of this law were indicative of the
move toward statewide unanimity of certification I>ractices.
City boards of examination wet•a permitted to grant cotn};arable
certificates,

~tithout

axantination, to holders of certificates

issued by other city boards of examination.

Furthermore,

city boards were compelled by the law to honor certificates
issued by the State. 16

E.tr:u U§,e 2!. CreQ!n!<ii!et

a

. Q!.

r.::tac~

Eamm;Lnat;iQll.

A final important enactment in 1866 illustrated the

early t"rovision for the use of credentials in place of
examination as a basis for ceJ.'"tification.

This J.lrovision

stated:
All .~e;ularly issued State Normal School
di r:lomas from any State r\Iormal School in the

United States, and all life diplomas granted by

til& State Board of Examination in any of the

-·-·-·---

)4
United States, shall be recognized by the

State Board of Examination of this State as
prima facie evidence of' fitness for the
profession of teaching; and the said Board
shall, on application of t. hs holders thereof,
proceed to issue without examination, State
Certificates, the grade to be fixed at the
option of the Board.l7
This law is interesting and noteworthy for its nationwide l"'eCiproeity provision.

a diploma as a credential

certificate may be based.

It also recognizes the wortb of

UJ~I(>n

whieb the issuance of a

Further reciprocity was evidenced

in 1876 when county boards of examination were granted the
autbority to recognize the certificates of other counties.
Despite tbis reciFrocity

througt~ut

18

the State and

despite the increasing influence of the State Examination
Board, there existed nevertheless. two systems of' certifica-

tion.

One system was local in natu.r•e and included the city

boards of examination and the county boards.

The other

system was of' course that of the State Examination Board.

Thus the direction of movernent toward centralized

state control of certification was evident, but the local
boards of examination also remained in power to grant teach-

ing certificates.
The move to\'l&rd

centralization t1as to be stymied by

17Ibts!., sec. 89, P• 405.
lflcfl!f'grnli Sfili!.Ut!~~ Iw~nt;:;:...;fir§t ~s.sio,t)., l$76,
Chapter D! ! r; sec. , P• ~.
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public repudiation of State examinations arising f"rt.,m widespread scandals in their administration.

State Superintendent

of Public Instruction Fred 1>1. Cam.pbell described the situation

in his annual .rep<n-t.
The original provision lfaw of 186fi/ authorized
the State Board to issue Certificates on the result
of examination by county boards.19
This was a good provision if the county boards would not
abuse it.

In 1872, howev·er, local boards were required to

use exclusively examinations sent out by the State Board
J!:xamine:rs.

{}f

"Then the trouble began," cc)ntinued CamJibell.

nThe questions were sometimes diff'icult. It \'las not easy to
obtain a eertificata.n 2
Co1}ies of examination questions

°

were obtained from va;rious sources, including the printer's
office and finally the matter culminated in the San Francisco
scandal in 1878.
For several years prior to 1878 there had been rumors
and indications that there was corruption in

examination system.

Superintendent Ezra

the State

Each time a loo:r;:hole would appear, State

s.

Carr would take ste})S to preserve the

integrity of the system.

At first counties gave the examina-

t:\.ons on different days, so candidates would go from one

lQ

'California, ~11,pl(h Bi@nniai !lepor·~ Qf ieh~ S~il:t$!
~B~ri~§nd~~~ Qf f~~*ic lq~~£k~on, 18eo, P• 1 •
20IQi,d.
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county to another until they could make a score high enough
to qualify them for a certificate.

This practice was halted

by holding all examinations on the same day.

21

When Superintendent Carr learned that copies of the
questions were leaking out be appointed John Swett to the
chainnanshi p of the State Examining Board.

'fhe y had the

questions printed on several presses in Sau Francisco but
when the questions still leaked out John S'N"ett resigned his
position. 22
Superintendent Carr then purchased a I>l'ess and printed
the questions himself at horoo.

All county offi.cials handling

the sealed envelopes containing the examinations and all

examinees were required to take an oath of honesty.

On the

evening before the examination in 1878 a San Francisco newspaper rrinted the complet•e next day's examination which its
editor had purchased by posing as a teacher. 2 3
·rhe exposure of such corruption led to public distrust

and to the dot'infall of a

centt~alized

State examination as the

chief method of certification.
]1e..tyr.a ~ L.QSl\4:. C,.2n!(_r:q,~ Q.f. E~llft:Jt~on Qlld C~r;r;jfiei!<1£Ul 1g.

W-2
2lsruu"man
22

s.

Brown, 2.£• ill•, l?• 25.

~bid., P• 27 •

23!lli•' :P• 29.
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The State Constitution was revised in

1879 in

to the economic and social pressures o£ the time.

res1~nse

'l,he dis-

trust of strong central State government that led to its
adortion was manifest in tbe document itself and nowhere

more clearly than in the area of education. 24
Decentralization was the keynote in teacher certifi-

cation particularly.

The Con$titution stated that local

boards and county boards " • • • shall have control of the

examination of teachers, and the granting of teachers'
certificates • • • • ~

25

Along these linea the State Board of Education lost
most of' its power and became an advisory body under J:!ro26
The board still
visions passed by the Legislature in l8So.
issued State Educational Diplomas as before but they were
based upon certificates granted by county or city boards of
ex~nination

rather than State examinations which were

abolished. 27
1\{or!J!

21. D:!I!lsUf!i in.d
An

·- ··- ., 2
_

amend~nt

Fi£Y.it~

R.e,so.mmenall!12n

~~1cogniz!!d

to the law in 1881 is most significant

4z,1cChesney, 2.£• tit., P• 116.

2 5cgnat;J.1(yj;,.io-J

sU:

Cid:tt:orDJ.Jh adopted in 1879,

Art. IX, sec. 7, P• 03.
2
6c!;tif£!.r.n~l §l(§$fu~e~, 1~\fe.nt.:v;-thArd §jl,ssion, 1880 t

Chapter

xt-v,

sec. l, P•

27 Ibid., P• 31.

9.

to this s·tudy.

Under its provisions both county and city

boards were authorized to issue, without examination,
certificates to holders of life diplomas, California Educa-

tional Diplomas, California Normal School Diplomas and "State
University diplomas, \V"hen recommended by the faculty of the
University." 2 ft

This last phrase, concerning issuance of cartificates
on the basis of a University di:ploma, applied the use of
credentials, in the form of a University education, as

a basis for certification.

This usa of credentials rather

than examinations, which was previously noted in the law

of 1866, was to become increasingly advocated as being
the basis for certification and was to be a vital factor of
course in the adoption of the fifth-year

i:~rogram.

Another irnportant concept is that the dirloma had to
be accompanied by a recommendation to teach from the faculty

of. the University.

This authority to withhold its recom-

mendation gave to the university the

{:.OWer

to f:rescribe the

type of education it deemed each teacher should F<>ssess.
As outlined in the previous Chapter many communities
during the lSSO's circumvented the loss of State supfort
to

hit~h

schools by establishing lengthened grammar school

)9
courses.

In order to provide cer•tified teachers for these

grammar school courses, the Legislature in 1887 empowered
county boards to issue, Ufon examination# a grammar school
course certificate.

1'his certificate, •• valid for four years,

Liuthorized the holde£7' to teach in any high school, grammar
school course, gramm~u· gr•ade, and primary schoo1." 2 9
~bys9~

UnQ!f kQCil Control 2i

E~nA~tgq

The control of certification by county and city boards

was not proving to be any more free of faults and corruption
than had the State system of examination.

There was growing

dissatisfaction with these examination boards which were :i.n
most cases composed of teachers with little more education
than the candidates themselves possessed. 30

This type of certification by such boards lowered the
respectability of the certificates they iesued.

Dishonesty

was rampant again but was less noticeable since it was on a
local seale. 31 Each county tried to force acce_Ftance of its
certificates on other counties by recognizing certificates
only from those counties that recognized their ce.r'tificates.
The emphasis in the examinations was on subject matter in
29

c!lif,Rrni~ ~!H~tutc!U~, ~.ntc~-raeventh §e§sign, 1(387,

Chapter CV I, sec.

a,

P• 129.

3°Brown, ~· ~~~., P• 41.
:nib!d., P• 44.
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the examinations.

Cramming schools flourished and it was

common for county officials to let the questions leak out • .3 2
III.

THE CREDENTIAL BASIS FOR CER'l'IFICATION ARISES

State Superintendent Ira G. Hoitt, in viewing these

abuses, urged a return to State control of certification
but based on credentials rather than examinations.

"Educa-

tion will have found its Utopia,n he observed, "when a
license showing professional training shall be required from
every teacher.n 33
T~'· Qertifieatioq ~aM

2£

~

New Frogress toward Superintendent Hoitt 's
was made in a new certificati.on la\>1 in 1891.

n

Utopia"

Under this

legislation earlier beginnings of the use of credentials
as a basis for the issuance of certificates were further
developed.

County and city boards v1ere given the option of

granting certificates based upon diplomas or documents pre ...
scribed by the law.

32

31

4-

Local authorities were still in

lbid., P• 43.

33rra G. Hoitt, "Certificatas,u F~\~r~te~.n:!<.h Bii!nn!al

~.it ~q~, -~ Sus~rin~endtnk

l.fW.2-W,Q., P• ~
34

2£ fu

1~2 In§tructtQ~,

§~a~y8lf 2i C&**forn~~~ ~-n~ntb §ess~~u,

1891, Char. ter . IX, sec. 2.3, p. 163-; ---

control of high school certification but this la\'1 was a
definite indication of the increasing use of credentials as

the basis for certification.
It is worthy of note that this law also Frovidad that:
In cities having special departments in their
the holders (of certificates based on

scl~ols

credentials} may be examined by the City Board
s~:ecial studies of such
de rartments. J 5

of Examinatioll in the

This indicates that although University and Normal School
dirlomas could be accei>ted for certification they did not
assure a city board that the holders were sufficiently I>re-

Fared to teach in special departments without examination.
The .retention of examinations by city boards

indicates the

need for subject matter competence in teaching in the larger

high schools.

The qerN!ficmt!9~ Law 2l ~
'rhe 189.3 session of the legislature nwas friendly to

the schools and .Fassed a number of Leducatio!!l bills. • • •"

according to Cloud's obsarvation. 36

Its enactments concern-

ing high school certification t-tere especially significant.

There was furthe.r movement to :r-eturn to centralized
State

authority.

The State Board of Education was ertlJ>Owered

35Ib;iA·

. 36Roy ~'i. Cloud, ~dyc§~i~n !!! C~i:fgrnia {Stanford:
Stanfor•d University Press, 1 ..5 J, I'•
•
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to sr.ecify the conditions upon which county boards were to
accept recommendations for the granting of certificates
without examination.

The accepted standard for this recom-

mendation was now to be a University dit)loma from any
institution deemed by the State Board to be equal to the
University of California, when it was accompanied by a
faculty recommend.ation showing that the candidate tthas bad

academic and professional training equivalent to that required by the State University •" 37

Uecognition of the need for both academic and I;rofessional education in the preparation of teachers was thus
expressed.

The value of professional education was further

emphasized when the law stated that a holder of a University
of California diploma who taught successfully for two years
and had the faculty recommendation could obtain a

F~rmanent

life-time certificate by showing that he had comi'leted,
n. • •

the prescribed course in the Pedagogical Department

of the State University." 3g
The law also recognized that secondary education was
different from elementary education, and that there should
be correSJ:Onding

differencE~s

in the prer;aration and certifi-

cation of high school teachers.

This sp:1cial p·e:paration

37C&!ifo,r;n.i)! §t.fu!{§S, Thir&ieth ~§t\ign, 1893,
Chapter CXC II, sec. 4 • !·• 260.
38ru_g.
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and education was pz·ovided for in the requirement calling

for high school certification.39

i!Uiqll!f!.r.:t
Undet· the first constitution of the State a strongly

centralized government was established.

(l'he early Legisla-

tures created a State Board of Education as well as county
boards, and local boards of education.

Authorization to hold

teachers' examinations and to issue teaching certificates

based on these examinations was made.

Since setting up

schools and hiring the teachers was largely a matter of local
concern the control of examination and certification during
the early

}~ars

of statehood was rlone by local boards.

'fhese boards were comp.osed of layroon; dissatisfaction

grew over the low standards that prevailed when such boards
had the power to examine teachers and to issue certificates.
In 1860 a State Board of Examination was established,
and in 1863 it was specified

t}~t

certification £or teaching

in high school would be granted by the State Board of Ed.u-

cation.
'!'his State control of examination and certification

led to higher standards and uniformity since the certificates
so issued were valid throughout the State.
;()

~·.Ibid

~·

Wldaspread
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scandals in the Administration of the State examinations,
however, led to their repudiation in 1879 when the new
Constitution, de-emphasizing strong State government, was
adopted.

Local control of examination and certification led to

low standards and low esteem for the teachers so certificated.
Scandal was prevalent and cramming schools flourished.
The solution to these problems was seen to be

tl~

use

of credentials rather than examination as the basis for
certification.

Legislation along these lines was enacted

in 1891 and 189.3.
authori~ed

County boards under the law of 1891 were

to issue high school certificates on the basis

or credentials.

In 1893 the State Board was empowered to

specify the credentials upon which the county boards were to
grant certificates.
sr~cified

Under this provision the State Board

that the credential was to include both academic

and professional education.

The policy of' differentiation between high school and

elementary J>reparation and certification was also established
by

the law of 189).
By the early 1890's many of the elements necessary

for the future adoption

or

beginning to be recognized.

the fifth-year requirement were
Among those noted were stronger

central control of certification. the use of credentials
based on diflomas, academic preparation and professional

45

education as a basis for certification, the value of faculty
recommendation, and the need for different education of high
school teachers.
These were significant steps on the road toward professionally prepared teachers; however, it should be noted
that the door to certification was still wide open to those
who chose to enter via the examination of a county or city
board.

The certification law of 1893, clearly marked a

turning away from the policy of the 1879 Constitutional
revision, toward the centralization of control and the
establishment of more uniform and professional standards of
certification based upon credentials rather than examination.

CHAP'rER IV
DE:VELOI1r•JENTS LEADING UP '1'0 'l'HE FlF'l'H ... YEAR REQUIREf.ilENT

As was shown in the Frevious chapters there was a.
definite movement in California as evidenced by the certification law of l$93, away from the control of examination
and certification by lay boards of education.

Professional

control of these functions was being increasingly assumed
by

examination boards of teachers and by the State Board

of Education which was ccunr,Qsed of professional educators.
This chapter will relate, in a chronological manner, the

progressive chain of developing thought and action that
led to the adoption of' the fif'th-year requirement for high

school certification.
I.

EDUCATOHS RECOONIZE
The

~'EED

FOH CER'riFICA1'ION

n~;FQHI•i

previously mentioned Commi.ttee of Ten of the

National Education Association, which had bean appointed
to rnake recommendations concerning high school curricula
throughout the nation, made the following statement concerning preparation in its report of 18941
f'ersons who read all the ap{Jended t'eJ;.'Orts
will observe the :f'requent occurrence of the
statement that, in order to introduce the
changes recommended, teachers mo:.t--a highly
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trained l'lill be needed in both the elementary
and the secondary schools,l
The teachers of the State, who were themselves the
closest to the rroblem of certification; were early in

advocating changes in the qualifications necessary for
credentialing.

Tbe Stockton schools were highly regarded state-wide
and nation-wide fo:t'' their• excellence and their use of naw
In 1895 a Stockton teachers committee adopted a

ideas.

resolution supporting the need to select teachers on the
basis of thei.r qualifications and not on social or r;oli tical

influence. 2
They recommended that teachers have the following
qualifications:
1.

General education equivalent to that afforded
by a good high-school.

2.

A course in :professional trainints in a State
normal school or university, or in equivalent,
at least two years of successful enq:erience in
teaching.

).

Reasonable amount of current 1:rofessional
study.
High moral character and kindly ability \..ri th

children.

National Education Association, IP.~. ReJ~rJc. Qi. ~~Comrn
ee g.£ len. 2!! SeQQgda~i ~fbQ.Q~ fi~d!e.§. {New York:
T American Book Company, 1· 94 , J:·• l •
2 stockton Teachers Conunittee, "Resolution, .. ~iestern
iQyrn5M Q! Educa:tj.Q.rt, I (August 1, 1895), t:"• 14.
1

5.

A capacity for and a des:tre to imJ:.rove
professionally.J

Other professional educators ware recognizing also the
need for changes toward more centralized state control of
certification.

By 1896 the County and City SuFerintendents,

in their biennial convention, had a heated battle on this
issue and finally endorsed the credential system as the
basis for high-school certification only. 4

In their meeting they took the following action:
Resolved the appointment of a committee of
seven, and the SutJ.erintendent of Public
Instruction, to present a revision of the
law in reference t(' the Certification of
teachers, to the Code Commission.5
State Superintendent Black advocated an amendment to the
Constitutinn, taking from the County Boards of Education the
}!OWer

of issuing ce::tifieates except as authorized by tbe

legislature.

The Convention voted it down, but did

a~1prove

it concerning high-schonl certificates.
f.I'his action created more feeling than any other
event in the convention and Superintendent Black
announced that he would not abide by the will of
the majority. The C()ovention for a while did not
knott1 where it was at.t>

----OP!____
~Ibid•
4Ibid.

-

5countr and City Superintendents, unesolutions of
the Biennial Conventh>n, 1896, tt Wester11 i9l!l'.r;ti,l .9.f. r~ycatiqu,
II (August, 1896), 1:::• 2.

6 ;Ib.?-..2.·
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Local superintendents had thus taken a step toward

advocacy of an imt:ortant ste}Jping stone necessary to achieve
tl~

fifth-year requirement, i.e., state control of secondary

certification.
Other educators ware also expressing their awareness
of the need for more thoroughly educated teachers.

T. Black, California

in an

add1~ss

Su~~rintendent

Samuel

of Public Instruction,

to the teachers of Santa Clara County in 1S97

said:
Education is today evoluting. At the present
time teachers should be required to present
certificates showing their qualifications for

their fOSitions. In my opinion the time has
come in tt1e evolution of education where there
should be a speci~l Freparation for those exJ:ecting to teach.,

Superintendent Black reflects the developing awareness
or the need to base certification UJ;;on the ir1di vidual's credentials as well as the need for special Frepa.t"ation for
teachers.
'fhe value o.f a university education was also recog-

nized as an important qualification for teaching.

·rhe

p•aviously discussed certification law of' lB9J made provision
for the issuance of a I;ermanent certificate of qualification
to g:t..aduates of the University of California who had subse-

7samuel T. Black, *''!'he Certification of Teachers,"
vlestern Journ~~ S2f. .&d.uc{i1{ign, II (December, lf!97), P• 49.
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qu.ently taught successf'ully for a r:eriod of two years. 8

This law of 1893 was significant in many ways in the
history o£ California certification.

For Furposes of this

study it was important fo!' it recor?;nized that there were
differences between secondary and elementary education and
it provided for these differences in its stipulations.

The

National Education Association also recognized that there
were differences between elementary and secondary education
anrl that college

teachers.

r~re 1:aration

was needed for high school

'l'he rreviously mentioned Committee of Fifteen of

the National Education Association, studying educational
problems, made recommendations on the education of teachers
in its report of 1$9.5.

committee stated that

Among these recommendations the
"teachers of high schools should have

a collegiate education.n

with

too

This

reco~nendation

was in keeping

provisions of the California certification law of'

l$9.3. q

II.

THE CALIFORNIA 'I'EACHERS' ASSOCIATION PROVIDES
LEADf5RSHI:f

The Stockton teachers were joined by their colleagues

~C~l~f2~tL~ ~~a~uta;., thix~ie~h ~§s1gn, 189J,

Chapter CXCIII, sec. 4 , P• 2 O.

9National Education Association, ~ Re~Qr,l( 2..-f. the
2f fi:t:tee,n O~ew York; 'l'he American ook Company,

C,§mmttt!~

1 95 , F• 19.
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throughout the state in manifesting a professional attitude
which advocated better educational preparation of teachers.
The California Teachers Association was instrumental in
channeling this desire.

In 1895 a California State Teachers' Association
committee on High School Certificates was appointed to
conduct a study and make recommendations for action.

At the

California Teachers Association meeting in Oakland in January
1896, the Committee headed by Fernando Sanford made its
re commendations:

Your committee, while recognizing that the
present aystern of examination had led to an
unusually high standard of scholarship on the
part of the high school teachers of California,
still believes that a more nearly uniform system
of issuing certificates throughout the State
would greatly increase the efficiency of many
of. our high schools. To secure such uniformity
it seems necessary that the qualification of
applicants should be determined by sgme examining
board api~inted for the whole State.lO
This board, the report continued, should be composed

of the Superintendent of F'Ublic Instruction, the P.r·ofessor
of Education at the University of California, and three high
school principals.
It is further recommended by the Council that
in the futtwe only those teachers who have had a

1°Fernando Sanford, "Report of the Committee on High
School Certificates," ft]Ce!2dtnu 21. ~l~e CgJ.ifgrniA Ie§!chers
A§§OC~Akign Qgnxen~ign ~(San Francisco: T e Association),
P•

42.
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liberal training equivalent to that given by the

best colleges and universities of the country

shall be eligible to the position of high school
teaehe:r-s in California. It is not insisted;
however, that the whole of such :praparatiou shall
have been acquired in college, providing the
applicant shall be able to sbot-1 by examination
that he has reached the }Yrofieiency in any general

line of study required for the baccalaureate degree
in our best colleges.ll

The commit tee cited that there was a surt,lus of high school
teachers in the state and that the SUJiply of new teachers
could be obtained within the scope of increased requirements.
Concerning subject matter preparation the committee
stated:

It is believed that the best high school
instruction can be given only by teachers, who,
in addition to a general training, are especially
qualified in some particular department of knowledge. It would acce:>rdingly seem desirable that
such examinations as are given should be based
principally upon the st:ecialty which the applicant
expects to teach, and that tbe certificate should
indicate the subjects in which the teacher is
SJ!proved by the examining board.12

An expression of the desirability r,f including pro-

fessional education as a requirement for certification was
also made.
Tb.e question as to whether a high school
teacher shall be required to have J•Ursued a course
of so-called professional study in the educational

department of some college or normal school was
not passed upon by the Council. In the or1inion
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of the committee such a course is highly
desirable, and should, if not absolutely required, be strongly recomruended.

Fernando Sanford
Frank

Elmer E. Brown 1 ;;
~~rton

~

In this succinct committee report are to be found
recommendations for increases in teacher education which may
be summarized as follows:
(l) general education is necessary to a well rounded

teacher;
(2) a teacher must be qualified in a subject matter
area of knowledge;
(.3) Jlro.fessional study in an education department is

highly imF.ortant;
(4) graduation from an Sf~t•roved college or its equiva-

lent should be a basic requirement for a high school teacher.
:I:lf.e \~ilsnesse§

2!.

~ ~amtnsltion §Ystem. EJ>ii:Qs~Q.

A further indication of the cur..rer1t of educational

thought which was pressing for higher standards of preFaration is found in an address to the San Francisco meeting of
the California 'reachers Association in December l$97 by

Samuel T. Black.
He I}Qinted out that a glaring weakness in the obsolete
examination system of certification was that it stressed a
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candidate's academic preparation to

tl~

exclusion of his professional education.

almost complete
Superintendent

Black said:
I :f'avor the pre11aration of teachers at
public expense. but as little of this preparation as f~ssible should be done at the expense
of the children. It should be done in the
future, as far as practicable, prior to taking
up the actual work and responsibility of the
teacher,.14
Black goes on to indicate that the }::olicy of issuing

high school credentials on the basis of county board examiruations had created the untenable position of having fifty ...
seven separate standards, one for each county in the state. 1 5

Superintendent Black also indicated that there was
a

su~plus

~ri thout

of high school teachers in the state but that

higher standards of pro·paration the best ones would

not necessarily be doing the teaching.

It has been estimated that there are between
eight hundred and one thousand teachers in this
State who cannot get positions. Every one of
us is aware of tl~ keen competition resulting
from this surplus of teachers. If the result
of this seve1~ competition were to secure the
best teachers for our schools, it would not be
so disastrous. It is, however, otherwise, and
the tendency is to give the ~~sition to those

Ht·samuel T. Black, "The Certification of Teachers,*'
P£Qce~~ings Qi
({a;Li.t'grn~a Ieicher§ As§QC~da1tl2)1

t:b.f

Qgpvention, ~ San-rraneisco:
15;!bi\i.

The Association , P• 67.
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te.aeherij.tWho will acce1\t them for the least

salary.lo

This address r;Qinted out the need for changes in many
ways and strengthened the recolTJJl'lend.ations of the Sanford

Conunittee.

It also stressed the need for the inclusion of

professional education work in the college r,re paration of
high school teachers.
~~Qf!s!}ona~

Ie1cbQr

~gyca~i~n

ijegu!§ted

~the SNa~e'~

~dye&t-Qr§

Other educators throughout the state were also point-

ing out the need for batter teachers.

f.;lmer E. Brown,

Professor of Education at the University of California,
addressed a group of teache.rs in this manner in October 1897:
The tendency of the time is toward the
requireruents of a full course of professional
training on the :.:,art of teachers. Our hor,.e
that our graduates may find emt:loyment in the
schools must rest on our hope that they may
prove to be exceJitionally well ;pre1~a.red and
competent .17

Professor Brown continued that he felt that the State
Board of

l:~dueation

should require that teaoher•s should be
professionally px•e1>a.red. 18
1~

Itl1.4·' J?• 72.

17Elmer E. Brown, "The Selection of 'l,eachers,"
Western ~2yrn~~ 2£ ~4Mc,~ign, II (November, 1897), P• 10.
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This advocacy of more leadership on the

~~rt

of the

State Board of Education was a factor in securing the fifthyear program, for its later adoption was by this board.
At the same convention, Alfred Harrell, President of
the San Joaquin Teachers' Association, spoke out on the need
for the elimination o.f county control of' credentialing. 19
He also went on to say:
The necessity in the school work for trained
teachers is growing with the growth of the school
interests and of such importance is the demand
to merit the attention of the State's law-givers
at an early day.20
It should also be pointed out again at this time, as
it was in Cha.pter II of this study, that by 189$ the cur-

riculunt of the high schools was broadening.

A much wider

variety of subjects was presented since it became recognized

that the role of the high school went beyond solely preparing
students for future college enrollment. 21
F.H. Clark of the Lowell High School, San Francisco,
said:

lC>Alf.r-ed Harrell, nFresident's address," San Joaquin
Valley Teachers' Association Convention, October 1897,"
!L~t~Jtern J2urnal 21'. Edycatj,on, II (November, 1897), :P• 16.
20
Ibid., P• 17.
21 F'rederick f'arley Johnson, "The Organization of'
Instruction in High Schools," <!Aijfqrnu 'reachers t
Assg,c~atism l;rggaed!ng§ Qf .tJ!i .t rd. Aqnu@i, §!i..s§iqn 2! the
~orther11 ~ec1f~§n, Degembe.r. ,J&2l {San Francisco: Tne
Issociation, 1 §9), P• ~o.
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It is the province of the secondary school to
afford the widest possible training for all to
become useful and worthy citizens of a free state,
at the same time t}reparing and selecting candidates
for the university.22
Dr. Scott, Principal of Alameda High School, is said
by Johnson to have stated that:

Some pupils come to his school with almost no
capacity for mathematics, but with bright literary
r-~wers; others with no aptitude for foreign langu-

ages, but ready gr·asp of mathematics.

Instead of

forcing such JlUpils in studies in which they can
gain neither interest nor proficiency, he would
allow election. The Oakland High School allows its
pupils to choose any one of eleven courses, of
which five are preparatory to the university.2)
Thus with the high school eurriculun1 expanding the
teachers needed to be f.!Z'epared more broadly to teach a wider

variety of subjects.

This too had its bearing

ur~n

the need

.for a fi.fth-ytuar of preparation for high school teachers.
III.

·rhe
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Ce~kificat~2~

In 1899 the California Teachet•s' Association again
demonstrated its leadership in the drive for better teacher

preparation.

Its Committee on Certification of Teachers made

the following report to the convention1
22

23

~b1q. 7

Jh

!ill•,

P• 62.
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The State BQard of Education shall name the
credentials upon which teachers may be certified
to teach in the high schools of this State. The
credentials must be, in the judgement o£ said
Board the equivalent of the credentials issued
by the Faculty of the University of California
to graduates who are reco~nded by said Faculty
:for teachers' c0rti.ficates. And. it is hereby
made the duty o.f the Faculty of the University
of California to adopt a standard of qualification
and to maintain the same for the graduates or said
University who are reco~unended for teachers' certificates • p:t'"OVided that no graduate shall be
recommended for a teachers certificate who has
not taken th$ vrescribed University course in
Fedagogy.24

In this concise recommendation, made in 1899, are

embodied principles, soma of which have been achieved in
this state and some for which the profession is still
striving.

The salient features of this proposal were:
1.

The State Board of Education shall be charged with

the responsibility o:f' naming the credentials necessary for
the high school certificate.
2.

These credentials must be, in the Board's O.f'inion,

equivalent to those of the University of California.
).

Graduati.on from the University is not enough; the

candidate must also be recommended by the faculty of the
University.
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4.

The University of California shall set the

standards necessary for their recommendation for a teachers'
certificate.
5.

Graduates shall take the University's prescribed

education courses in order to be recommended.

This meant

additional college preparation for teacher candidates.
The ability of tbe faculty to withhold its recommendation, o.f graduates as shown in .3 above, meant it could
require additional preJ;aration f'or teacher candidates. 2 5
Samuel T. Black, who in 1899 was President of the San
Diego State Normal School, also decried the need for more
college control of teacher selection.

He noted even though

County Boards of Education still f4Ssessed the power to
grant certificates and determine the worth of credentials
they should be diligent in their exercise of this p-ower.
The fact that the State Board has recommended
a certain educational institution as being of the
same rank as the State University of California
does not emF.ower a local board to issue a bigh
school or other certificate to the graduate of
such institution. This act o£ the State Board
simply paves the way for such graduate to prove
that be is worthy to receive such certificate.
Only when the applicant has complied with the
remaining provision of the sectior1 is the local
board empowered to act. His diploma of graduation
must be accompanied by a recommendatory certificate
from the faculty of his alma mater, showing that he
2 5Lucian B. Kinney, "The Develorment of the Five-Year
Program of Teacher Education in California," !.dY:SH!l!iQnij;b
Q!Ajt;J;og~, 16 U·iarch, 1942) , P• 98.
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has had academic and f>Z"ofessional training
equivalent to that required by the University
of California. This certificate is in my
judgement, the more important credential of
the two. A county board might be excused for
not requiring the actual presentation o£ the
diploma, but to grant a license to teach without
the recommendatory certificate of the faculty is
unpardonable.26
President Black went on to emphasize the importance
of the State's institutions of higher education in the
professional preparation of teachers.
The necessity of special training and preparation for the occupation (or profession, if you
please) of teaching has so forced itself on public
opinion that four new State normal schools have
been created since 1880, and the State University
has added a redagogical department. It was Stanford,
I believe, that inaugurated the movement on this
Coast. Berkeley was quick to learn the lesson; and
to-day all the smaller colleges and universities on
the Pacific slope have followed in the tootsteJ~ of
the great Wliversities. Do we not see in these
movements the handwriting on the wall? Is not the
granting of certificates by means of written examinations soon to take third or fourth rank, instead
of the first, among the many important duties of tha
County Board? Nay, is not the day r~ar at hand-is it not already upon us-- when the cramming route
to a teacher's certificate should be forever closed?
Let me quote from a private communication written by
one of the best known and most conservative County
Su1<erintendents in this State: tFor the past two
years I have been of the opinion that the time has
come wh~n we can safely depart from the old method
of qualifying teachers by tl~ examination process as
provided by statute. Yi'hile our present system has
served a good purpose in the past, California bas,
in my judgement, outgrown the primitive conditions
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for which the system was established.

To me the

conditions now appear to be such that our State
can safely say, through its Legislature, that
only such teachers as have been especially trained
for their work may teach in the plblic schools of
this State. • The conclusion arrived at by my
co.rrespondent is one that will meet with the hearty
concurrence of all unselfish school officers and
teachers. He fully recognized that the exara:l.nation
method of qualifying teact~rs, notwithstanding its
past usefulness, has outgrown itself, and that the
time is tully ripe for a radical departure. It is
time that the important business or teaching sbould
dignify itself-- that it should cease to be an
occupation and become a profession in the true sense
of the term. It is time that the intelligence of
the State should join the law-making body and, in
the name of the children petition for such legislation as will best Ct;>nserve thei.r educational rights.
The children are the educational wards of teachers,
superintendents and other school officers. A State
cannot imr..ose a greater trust than this. Let us,
then, not shrink from the sacred duty thus imposed
UJ.)On

us.27

Black also voiced his views on the desirable over-all
qualifications tor teachers:
The granting of teachers' certificates in examination by County and City Boards of Education should be
discontinued. The adoption of this recommendation
would soon come to mean professionally trained teachers in our schools, and consequently, better teaching.
It would also mean a saving or $40 1 000 to $50,000
annually to the tax-payers of the State • • • ., The
minimum scholastic qualifications for • • • the high
school certificate, (should be) the full equivalent
of a good eollefe or university course. To these
scholastic requ rements there should, in each instance, b~ 5 added suitable professional preparation
or study.~o
27

~., P• 41-42.

2 8Samuel T. Black, "Recommendations to the Legislature " WguJ~trn J.gyrAijl gi f!gY:QitiQlJ, IV (It~ebruary, 1899),

P•
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voice of other normal schools was al$o raised on

behalf of the need for change.

Frederick Burk, President

of the San Francisco Normal School, had this to say at the
1899 California Teachers' Association Convention:
The latter quarter of this century has been
what our evolutionary brethren would term a
period of rapid transition. We feel under our
feet a shifting of educational foundations. The
forces of • • • social readjustment • • • are
shaking our educational bases and many are they
who believe that the new century will usher in a
new educational dispensation.29
By 1e99 the surplus of teachers that SUperintendent
Burk had referred to two years earlier was even more t:ro-

nounced.

Again a state normal school president, Charles H.

Allen, expressed the need for better teacher preparation as
a means of ensuring that the best teachers would be amt;loyed.
He stated:
A yearly supply of two thousand (teachers)
with a consumption of eight hundred means a
rapidly increasing surplus, the very state of
things that is found to exist. Is a remedy
needed and if so, what is it, and how shall it
be appiied? Is it better to restrict the work
of the normal schools, or of the county examinations?
Most educators are of the opinion that only

specially trained teachers should be employed.
This carried out would mean no more county examinations. It is to be feared that this would
create great dissatisfaction. It is urged, and

6.3

with truth too, that many excellent teachers
have come into the ranks thru (sic) the door of
the examination, and without sr~oial training.
No one, however, will question that even
these would have bean better teachers with
special preparation tor their work. The interests
of our public schools are so great that we should
give them the best teachers ~~saible.
The State is paying large sums of money to
support its normal schools and the ~~dagogical
department in the State University1 and private
munificence is doing the same at tne
other great

University (Stanf'ord}. It the people of the State
ar·e wise they will get all. the bt~Jnefit they can
from these expenditures. To give preference to
••home-made" teachers is to deprive the children of
the State of that which is their right. They are
entitled to the be§t, and tl~ peor~e cannot afford
to give them less. 30
Again we see expressed the need for more education for
teachers which would lead to the fifth-year requirement.
IV.

CALIFORNIA STATE EDUCATIOIIJAL COMMISSION

The ferment in California educational circles caused
by an inadequately edtlcated teaching force was evident.

The

need to improve teacher education and thus to improve the

quality of teaching in the state's schools was strongly
voiced.:n

This need led to the formation of a state educational
commission, which in the words of P1.0y

w.

Cloud, made many

3°charles H. Allent "The SupJ:-ly of Teachers," v/et1i!!H'l\
Joyrnll:. 5!t £Sdyc§Mign, IV September, l899), .P• 8.
:nRoy

w.

Cloud, Ed)JCij~qr; in. PalBfo,tr&~A (Stanford:

Stanford University Press, l 52). P• 10 •
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"far t'I'.Utching" l'"eeommendations.3 2

The California Teachers' Association, with its membership embracing all facets of education in the state, again

supplied the leadership and the organizational structure from
which this commission could emanate.
Frederick Burk, as J;resident of the California Teacherst Association, addressed the 1899 Convention, held in
Sacramento, in terms of "California's Present Duty to Her

Educational Future...

In his address he said:

We need a commission which shall be rer-resentative of the best educational views!• which
shall also contain a representation of ay
educators of the State of such standing and
dignity in the community as will command the
respect and attention of the Legislature. The
limitation of the action of this body however is
a matter which may wisely be left to its delibex·ation. To this end in conclusion, I recommend
that this association request the Superintendent
of Public Instruction, the President of the State
University and the President of Stanford University
to appoint a commission, of which they shall be
members and of such size as they may determine; and
that this commission shall consider by whatever
plan it may deem wise, the reorganization of the
school laws to t<teet modern CQnditions and to pre1:;are
the way for future progress.J3

A committee, chaired by c.c. Van Liew, President of
the Chico State Nor"mal School, was appointed to act ut:on

Burk's pror.osal.

32
33

121£. '
Burk,

They reJlOrted to the convention;

l'~• 102.
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We, your committee, appointed by this Association to report upon the recommendation of President
Burk, relative to the appointment of a Commission
upon school Legislation, do hereby report endorsing
the plan recommended by him, viz.: That a commission
be appointed, to consist. of the State Superintendent
of r;ublic Instruction, the !)resident of the U.ni v.
of Calif., the President of the Leland Stanford Jx·.
Univ. and of such other representative educators
of this State as they may decide to associate with
them, the size and personnel of the commission being
left to the three above named; and that this commission shall consider, by whatever plan it may deem
wise, the reorganization of the school laws of Calif.,
or such changes in the present laws as may seem wise,
and be prepared to recommend to the next legislature,
either a definite budget of school legislation or at
least secure the appointment, by the authority of the
legislature, o£ such a cmnmission, to report at the
following session.
In the judgment of this Committee the plan as just
outlined seems to be a most desirable one, as it gives
the teachers of' the State a chance to express themS0lves in a united manner and through a commission of
experts in whom all the educational interests of the
State will have confidence.
Resf~Ctfully

c.c.

submitted,

Van Liew, Chairman

Ellwood F. Cubherley

Jas. A. Barr
H.M. Bland
W.,H.v. Raymond 34

'rhe Association acce1)ted these recommendations and

~• The California State Educational CQmr'uission" was created .J5
The Commission o:f seventy-five members was selected by
'3 4c.,c. Van Liew, tt.Rer}ort of Committee on the Presi-

dent's Address," I:roceed-Jn&.s of th~ \!Bl*f'orna fre~h~.!Ji
A:uaociattoq, C::?nvtpt,ion s.L ~(San Francisco: T
Association), pp. l4I-l42.
35Cloud, QD• cit., P• 108.
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Superintendent of Public Instruction Thos. J. Kirk; President
Benjamin Ide Wheeler of the University of California; and
President David Starr Jordan of Stanford University.

They

met in the rooms of the Board. of Education in San Francisco,
April 12$ 1900.
The meeting was called to order by Superintendent of Public Instruction Thos. J. Kirk.
H. Weinstock of Sacramento, was elected president;
Professor Elmer E. Brown was chosen vice-president;
G.W. Beattie o£ Berkeley was made Secre~ary. The
roll call showe.d 45 members ~~sent. LSee Appendix
A for a listing o:t these membersJ
A sub-committee of eight members~ Su~~rintendent
Thos. J. Kirk (Chairman), Elmer E. ~rown, Ellwood F.
Cubberley, J.w. McClymonds, J.W. Linscott. Robert
Furlong, .R.M. Shackelford. and G.~J. Beatt:f.e had
been appointed to outline work for the Commission,
and a synopsis of their recommendations had been
mailed to each member.3 6
This sub-committee of educators submitted this synopsis of their recommendations:
I.

Certification of Teachers.

1.

No changes should be made that imfair the
validity of existing certificates, and
such certificates should be renewable as
heretofore.

2.

Statistics show that the formal examination
as a basis for certification is becoming
obsolete, and that the credential basis is
rapidly increasing in favor. Also, that
our professional training schools are
supplying as many teachers as the schools
require.
,.-

' 6california State Education Co~~ssion "Re}ort of
the Meeting of April 12, 1900," ~estern JQ)drnai Q.f. l:fgycgtion,
V (May, 1900), P• 18.
·
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3. The large excess of certificated teachers
in the State makes it practicable to raise
the requirements for teachers' certificates.
4a. High-school certificates :Jhould be issued on
credentials only;
• • .J7
§j(att CQavnissiqn Reconunengs
~ertifiqltien

After

in

Ct~dentia1

SX§t!ll'J f:Qr. High §chQQ;t

~

organi~ing,

the Commission proceeded to consider

the recommendations of the sub-committee.
On behalf of the sub-committee Superintendent Robert
Furlong (County Superintendent, San Rafael) presented a plan
for certificating teachers, which, after amendment by the

Commission, was adopted as the intent of the meeting:

The State Board of Education shall name the
credentials upon which persons may be certified to
teach in the high schools of this State. The
credentials must be, in the judgment of said Board,
the equivalent of a diploma of graduation from the
University of California, with a recommendation
from the faculty thereof, for a teachers' certificate of high school grade. No graduate from said
University shall be thus recommended who has not
taken the minimum amount of pedagogy prescribed
by the State Board of Education. Said Board may
also consider the cases of individual a:pplicants,
and in doing so may take cognizance of any adequate
evidence of preparation equivalent to that of
recommended university graduates which the applicants may present.
County Boards of Education shall be authorized
to issue teachers' certificates. • • • High School
certificates may be issued only UfOn the credentials
37california State Educational Coramission, "SubCommittee RaJ.'.ort of April 12, 1900," \ie§1fern

EdY£&tfgq, V (April, 1900), P• J9.
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named by the State Board of Education, as
provided in Section 2. • • .38
The recommendations submitted by Furlong were accompanied by an explanatory paper.

This was supplemented by

a paper from G.W. Beattie, giving recently collected data
concerning the supr>lY of teachers in the state, and the
demand for them; a statement of the outlook in California
concerning certification of teachers, and a discussion of the
future of county boards of education.
Beattie's information (see Appendix B) supplied data
showing that there were 1186 current holders of high school
certificates in the State and only 495 total high school
positions in the State.

He pointed out that the State's

universities and normal schools would supply more high school
teachers than the high schools demanded. 39

The ample supply

meant that the examination method for certification was not
necessary.

It also meant that the method of certificating

high school teachers should be upgraded in order to provide
a more adequately prepared high school teaching force.

The County and City &lrerintendents at their biennial
convention in 1900 appointed a committee to study the proposals of the State Educational Commission concerning teacher

)ft~. •Pi'• 19-20.
39a.W. Beattie~ "Certification of Teachers, The Duties
of County Boards of Education," ~e§f49!'ll J,gurnsaJ. .2f.. !du,catio,n,
V (I~y, 1900), P• 21-24.
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certification.
The committee submitted the following report:

We have carefully considered in detail the
plans for certification as adopted by
the State Educational Commission, together with
the classification of schools and. the duties of
state and county boards of education in relation
to certification. We have also considered the
plans for certification submitted to this board
by b~perintendent Doub of Kern County and SuFerintendent Webster of San Francisco, and have l1stened
to addresses and suggestions from other members of
this convention in relation to the subject before
us. Your committee recommends as follows: The
committee's recommendation was nearly word for word
the same as the Commission's, due no doubt largely
to the fact that Superintendent Robert Furlong of
San Rafael was on both eommittees.40
s~sted

This position of the county and city superintendents

showed them to be more fully in

S)~pathy

with the idea of

state control of . certification than they were in their stormy

lg96 eonvention. 41
This advocacy for well educated teachers also received
support from sources outside of California.
J.E. Russell, Dean of' the Teachers' College, Columbia

University wrote:
We as teachers have many faults. We haven't
sufficient command of the instruments used in our
4°county and City Superintendents, "Proceedings of
Biennial Convention, 1900," W~stern ;!g:urna}- 2i E,dU<fS&tign
(September, 1900), P• J).

41 county and City Superintendents, "Resolutions of the
Biennial Convention, 1896," !!a§"!rn JoMrnalt gl Educ§ll(ion, II

(August, 1896), P• 2.
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schools;

we don't know enough of the subjects we

are teaching. We take up the work the day after
we quit being scholars.
There is no curse in the American public school
system as great as this lack of preparation on the
part of teachers. If we are t~ make a step forward

we must have a more thoro

LsigJ

going and a more

finished scholarship than ever before. We as
teachers must take hold of this question and. put

our profession where it belongs. We must fight
against incompetent teaching aa malpractice is
fought against in surgery. Teachers of the future
must be more fitted for the work professionally and
scholastically.42
V.
C$u~t<if.ical¢~os. ~t!t

gf

NF;W LAW -- NEW PROGRESS

2! l.2Ql.

~s,ta2l~J&be§ ~ Cred.eqt;i&~ s:r:s~em

Certiflsttio~

In 1901 the California State legislature showed their
faith in the Educational Commission's proposals by enacting

tba

n~st

impOrtant of the recommendations into a new certifi-

, cation law.

The kay section of that law as it concerns this study
were:

Section 2.

Section fifteen hundred and twenty•

one of the Political Code is hereby amended to

I

read as follows:
1521. The powers and duties of the state board
of education are as follows: {2) (i) To prescribe
by general rule the credentials upon which persons
may be granted certificates to teacb in the· high
schools of this state. No credentials shall be
prescribed or allowed, unless the same, in the
4'- J .E. Russell, "Teachers are Under Educated,.,. We:rl(e.u:q
9.l !!gusuak,i,gn, VI (September, 1901), P• 18.

l!Qu.rni~.
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judgment of said board, are the equivalent or a
diploma of graduation from the University of
California, and are satisfactory evidence that
the holder thereof has taken an amount of pedagogy
equivalent to the minimum amount of Fedagogy prescribed by the state board of education of this
state! and includes a recommendation for a high
achoo certificate from t~ faculty or the institution ip which the pedagogical work shall have
been taken.,..)
Section 4. Section seventeen hundred and
seventy of said code is hereby amended to read as
follows:
1775. (l) County boards of education may, without examination, grant certificates as follows:
(&) High school certificates: (l) To the holders
ot credentials approved by tbe state board of education in accordance with subdivision two of section
fifteen hundred and twenty-one of this code; (2) to
the holders of special credentials issued by said
state board, in accordance with said subdivision;
(.3) to holders of high school certificates issued by
any county, or city and county, board of education
in this state; (4).to holders of normal school
diplomas accompanied by documents from the faculty
of the state university, ••• 44
The new features of this act which became effective on
July 1, 1901 were:

1.

It abolished county and city board examinations

tor high school certif.icates.
2.

It provided that all high school certificates

would be granted on credentials prescribed by the state board
of education.

Special individual cases could also be con-

sidered by the board.

43c~g:ornia ~tat~gJ• rW:rl;;t:-£Qyrif.b ~-essign, 1901,

Chapter f f , sec. 2, P•

·•

44~b&q., sec. 4. P• 6?0.
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J.

It provided that all high school credentials must

be equivalent to a University of California diploma.

4.

It required that the professional training must

be equal to that prescribed by the State Board of Education.
5.

It required an applicant to bave the recommenda-

tion for a high school credential from the faculty at the

institution where his professional education work was taken.
6.

It established statewide uniformity in high school

certification.

This law was a step forward in improving standards.
It emphasised the desirability of a formal academic and

professional education rather than
ally and by ext:erience.

prer~ration

gained inform-

It also marked a decided movement

toward centralized state control of

ce1~ifieation.

The law however still delegated the task of evaluating
the credentials to the county or city boards.

The state did

not centrally evaluate them even though the State Board of
Education did prescribe the credential requirements.

§late

!u

~~r~

2t

~d~g~~ign

AdPRt§ fragttce

t~aeb1ni ~eguit§rn@nv
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Acting within the scope o£' the new Credential law, tbe
State Board of Education on January 18, 1902, adopted rules

and regulations for its own guidance in the granting of credentials for high school certificates, and for the guidance
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of county, and city and county boards of education in granting high school

certificates~

On and after the first day of July, 1901, and
until further notice, County, or City and County
Boards of Educ. are authorized to grant high School
Certificates (according to law as provided in
Sections 1521 (2) (a), and 1775 (lJ (a) of the
Political Code of Califor~a), to graduates of the
following universitie~~ they then listed seventeen
universities includingt n·niveraity of California
and Stanford."
Graduates of the above mentioned colleges may be
granted certificates upon presentation of a recommendation from the faculty of any one of these
institutions; ll£ji6:9!d, that such recom.mendation
shall show tbat t
applicant has taken courses in
the theory or education, or in the actual practice
of teaching, under supervision o£ the pedagogical
faculty! equivalent to twelve hours per week for
one halt· year: wxfd&a~ that, after July, 1906,
at least one third ot
prescribed pedagogy shall
consist of actual teaching in a well-equipped training school of secondary grade, directed by the
department of ed.ucation.45
These regulations left no doubt that the State Board

of Education was responsible for high school certification.
In terms of this study, the provision requiring practice teaching, under the supervision of the educational

faculty at the recommending institution, meant that teacher
education and certification had taken a tremendous stride
forward with the credential law of 1901.

The California Teachers' Association once again pointed
the way by devoting much of its 1901...02 Convelltion to the
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topic, "The Jlreparation of the State's Teachers."

w.c.

Doub, Superintendent of Schools in Kern County,

up the situation in his remarks to the convention.

su~aed

The l'resent law regulating the granting of
certificates • • • has placed an additional
responsibility on the state normal schools and
on the educational departments of the University.46
The education which teachers received in these schools
was

n not

what it should her and SU.JlSrintendent Doub

pro~osad

to point out the shortcomings which his observation had
revealed.
The three main defects that Doub found in the nc>rmal

schools

~1ere:

l.

low admission standards

2.

lack of practical work in actual teaching

a failure to dismiss th()se who evidenced an unfitness to teach. 47
).

The University's shortcomings were the same as (2),
above, and (3) in tha·c they wer•e unable • in the absence

t:'>f

a

practice teaching program, to refuse credentials to those who
would not make good teachers.

flo one, he felt, should be

granted credentials tn teach who had not ;;roven his ability
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by actual teaching under natural conditions.

Nor should the

State Board of Education accredit any University that did

not meet this standard.48
"The -..eople, u he concluded, "have given to the universities almost the entire responsibility of preparing
Muachers for the secondary schools, and this confidence

should not be violated.n49
C.c. Van Liew, President of the Chico State Normal

School and a member of the State Board of Education, addressed the same convention to urge batter teacher selection.

He

voiced the need for more formal education for teachers.
There were still, however, inadequacies in the laws that
permittad "weak and unimpressive

.~-ersonalitiestt

to comJ:ete

with competent teachers for positions.5° This competition,
if continued, would l-1$rpetuate lolt standards of living. of

teaching and of professional ethics.

The competition from

those who should never have entered the field was making it
"daily harder to get high school positions at livi.ng wages.••51

..

~t,EJJ;btd.,

I:i•

hQT'h4A

P• 184.

·~.,

l$2-8.3.

50c .c. Van Liew, "The Present Duty of the State

Touching the Training of its Elementary and Secondary Teachers " Proceedings of the California Teachers Association,
190!-1902, \'{~s:tjtrll ~rnJl g,t EQ!jQf!!{ion, VII (I-1arch, 1902) ,
P• 157.
5l.l2i.d·
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The problem, continued Van Liew, was further contpli ....

cated because neither the UniversitY of California nor
Stanford University had, as SUperintendent Doub previously

pointed out, a training achool.
Direct training facilities of SOm$ kind,
either in a special school supported by
university funds or in such local high schools
as the community may sea fit to place under
control of the univ~~sity's educational department [ire nee dew • 52
These schools would offer a legitimate means of curbing
unequal competition, and substituting healthy competition

between equally well prepared teachers.

The answer to these

problems would be higher standards for the profession which

would eliminate the incompetents and provide a better and
more

.t"eSJ-'$Cted

teaching force which would be decently sup-

ported.

Ihe CgnteSA sU:!!

§RYnd

Iea;her Es!Ycl'fi.ign

frggr~m

01. Qll&J.ingui

1a :L2Q.2
The type o£ education which Pra6ident Van Liew proposed was outlined as follows:
l.

a broad general education

2.

specialization in a subject area

3.

professional and technical knowledge
a. history or education
b. educational psychology

52

I!?..1si• • P• 165.

7?

e. theory and art of teaching including
curriculum and methods
d. practice teaching
experience in the field prior to granting a
~~rmanent certificate.S3
F .B. Dresslar, Professor of Education at the Universi.ty of Calif'ornia, also spoke to the conventi(}n, expressing

his views on teacher education.
with those of Van Liew.

His ideas were in agreement

He advocated general education;

professional education including history, human development,

and metru.ldology; and he strongly advocated

JU:~actice

teaching.

No theoretical preparation can take the place
of practice work. It is here, in the application that the theoretical work can be made most

intelligible and effective, and it is here also
that habits of care~1l preparation and critical
p.r•asentation can be most readily formed and
firmly fixed. Under careful and sympathetic
sur,ervision a practice school will not weaken or

dest~oy the personality of a t~.~cher, but strengthen
it and make it most eff'ective.54

Some teaching candidates may pass all the examinaticms
and may meet all the theoretical requirements but do not make
good teachers.

"There is no way to find them out and turn

them aside save thru [SiiJ the opportunity afforded by a
practice school," be asserted. 55

'5~±2,14,., PP• 158-16.3.
SltF .B. Dr~sslar, "The Present Duty of the State Touching the Training of its Elementary and Secondary Teachers.tt
Proceedings of the California Teachers Association, 1901-1902,
'ile~er..n Journal Q! EducsaUqn, VII (lf.tarch, 1902), I'• 169.

55 Ibid., P• 167.

Dr. Drosslar went a step further than others had
Jir&Viously gone. and in so doing he definitely gave voice to
the need for graduate level education.
After having had a broad and thorough general education background. those who are preparing to be high school
teachers should be specialists, Dresslar contended.

He who has a full and critical knowledge of
what he offers to teach, thereby commends it as
a subject worthy of careful and. continued study.
l'"'urther than this such sc.holarshit) predisposes
the youth to believe in the teacher, and to go
to him for advice and help thus establishing
between them that spirituai confidence which
is an essential condition for the most effective
instruction. This natural worship of learning
renders the scholarly teacher, who at the same
time is morally worthy, tbe most efficient
civilizer in his community • • • • ;6
For purposes of this study, it is noteworthy where
Dresslar proposes this specialization should take place.
This specialization should be done in the
main as graduate work, otherwise it will so
encroach on the undergraduate course as to

enfeeble 1 t. 57

This recommendation for graduate preparation of high
school teachers, when added to the othex· suggestions made
for improved teacher education, and when viewed in the light
of conditions existent in the state, definitely set the stage
for the addition of the fifth-year requirement.

;6~·,
57Ibd-d·

P• 169.
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By the mid 1890's it was evident that the examination

system of certification was not providing a sound secondary
teaching force.

By the late 1890's ita glaring weaknesses

became even more

~~onounced

as the supply o£ ill-prepared

teachers that it b:t..ed increased far• beyond the number of
available high school teaching positions.

Under this system

there were different standards for each county which led to
much confusion.

An even more devastating fault, however, was

that the examination system stressed academic preparation to
the almost complete exclusion of professional preparation.
The California Teachers' Association provided the
leadership necessary to effect changes in the certification
system through the study and recommendations of its corrunitteas and through the support and influence of its membership.
The Sanford Committee of the California Teachers
Association, as early as 1896, advocated an education program
for high school teachers which would include:

a broad gener-

al education evidenced by a college degree, competence in
subject matter and some professional education.
By 1899 this recommendation of the California Teachers
Association had been expanded to suggest improvements in the
certification system itself.

This recommendation called for

high school cEu·tifieation based on credentials approved by

the State Board

or

Education as being equal to graduation
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from the University of California with a faculty recommendation for teaching.

They also recommended freedom for the

University to set up its own prog.ram for teacher education.
Thus the California Teachers Association was advocating state
control of certification based on credentials received at the
recommending college from which the candidate was graduated.
The California Teachers Association broadened its base

or influence by establishing in 1899 a combined professional
and lay group named the California Educational Commission.
Due in large measure to the influence of this commission,
that made recommendations in 1900, the certi.fieatiorl law o.f

1901 was passed.

This law, which was based on the California

Teachers Association's recommendations. established the credential system o£ certification in California.
The salient features ot this law concerning high
scho.ol certification were:

abolishment of examinations; cer-

tification based on credentials which must be equivalent to a
University of California diploma; a college faculty

l~commen

dation to teach; professional education; and a uniform system
throughout the State.
This law meant that California had centralized the
control of certification and the certification was based on
credentials requiring formal education.

The State Board of Education acting under its authority prescribed by this law added the requirements of practice
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teaching to the requ:t..raments for high school certification
in 1902, to be effective in 1906.

Educators throughout the State pointed out that the
responsibility for teacher selection and education was
clearly in the hands of the universities.
however, were falling short in meeting this

These institutions,
reSf~nsibility

because they had no adequate JJraetice teaching 1}rograms and
thus had no sound method of selecting those candidates who
would make the best teachers.
In the light of these deficiencies, and in keeping
with the general overall progress being made, the California
T$acbars Association leaders by 1902 were outlining a program
for teacher education consisting of:
education;

p~ofessional

a broad general college

education in the history of education,

growth and develof;IUent. curriculum and methods, and practice

teaching; and graduate sr-eeialization in a subject field.
With these advances in the field of teacher education
the stage was set fo.r the adoption of an initial graduate
.t...equirara.ent.

CHAPTER V
ADOF>TION OF THE FIF'rH ... YEAR

In view of all of the demands

UEQUIRE~'fEl\l\1~

fr.u:~

improved teacher

education and the prevailing educational climate cited in
the

r<c~vious

chapters it was understandable that a movement

toward ad.ding graduate work would materialize.

This chapter

will relate how the fifth-year requirement was ado,pted.
I.
Ihe

!Jniygr§~li.I

OI~E

2.[

HALF-YgAR REQUIR&D FIRS'r

9..4li..forq1A Requires

~-halt

Year Q!

!}.l:QdMf.i..'?.. St<YfJ.I

The University of California led the way by requiring
one'-half year of graduate study for high school teaching
candidates.

California

This was announced in the University of
~egi§M~r of 1901-1902 (sea App~ndix C for full

quotation).
The same amount of work in Education is
required for the recommendation fox~ a grammar
grade certificate as is required for the
recommendation for a high school certificate.
§~cial No~~·
Candidates for the teachers'

recommendation, of either the grammar or the
high school grade, who are graduated with the
class of 1905, or any sueceedir~ class, may
receive such recommendation onl.z o,n the satisfactory completion of at last Lsigj one-half
year of resident work in the graduate status.
Such candidates must have satisfied the requirements of Special, Professional, and General
Knowledge enumerated above; and at least
one of the courses offered in satisfaction

o£ the requirement of Special Knowledge, and
one of the courses offered in satisfaction of
the requirement of Professional Knowledge. must
have been completed in the graduate status.
'the half-year in the graduate status must represent at least nine units of regularly registered
work, not including courses taken in the summer
session.!
Here, then was the first requirement to be made by
higher education calling for study beyond the baccalaureate
degree for high school teachers.

Such developments did

not go unnoticed in the education world.

At

the National

Education Association Convention of 1902 the following
resolution was ador•ted:
We heartily commend every step which may be
taken for increasing the necessary qualifications
of teachers. and hope soon to see as definite
standard for the training of teachers as is now
fixed by the best schools in the country for the
training o!Jhysicians and lawyers. We believe
that the fi ng of such a standard and a strict
adher~nce to it would elevate the work of the
teacher to that of a profession.2
The headway made by the

requirement of one-half year

of graduate study led to protosals for further improvement.

Brown points out a noteworthy finding that indicated
to the University of California that graduates of some
liberal arts colleges were better prepared for high school
teaching than were their own graduates.

1university o:f California RegiSt§!r, 1901-1902, P• 91.
2National Education Association, 11 Resolut1ons of the
Convention ot 1902," t'iesl(ern ![o}!£llil .2!: idlUHt~iqn, VII
(August, 1902), P• 4J9.

In 1903 w. Scott Thomas was appointed
examiner of high schools for the University.
In the discharge of his duties in examining the
classroom work of the high school teachers of
the state he found that many teachers, trained
at the University of California were not fully
able to meat the demands made upon them. At the
same time be discovered that graduates from some
of the smaller private liberal arts colleges of
tbis and eastern states, were often proving to
be better prepared and more versatile teachers,
due to the fact that major subject requirements
were less exacting, which allowed more time for
the preparation for t'aching in the field of
their college minors.J

A EJY.l

Ye§r 2.l ~raslYib §msiz Recgan!J9d

Thomas

£~commended

in lm

a full year o£ graduate study

rather than only a b.alf year.

The extra time would r:.ermit a

requirement that a teacher must be f·reJ:>&red to instruct in
one major and at least two minor subjects commonly taught in
high schoo1. 4 Such interest in, and advocation of, new
eertifioatl.on requirements was indicative of the recognized
need for higlwr certification standards for high school
teachers.

An examination of how the new requirements of the cradentialing law of 1901 were functioning would serve, at this
time, to indicate whether the provisions of the law were
'sherman s. Brown, "'l'he History of the Training and
Certification of Teachers in California" (unpublished
Doctoral dissertation, ·rhe University of California, Berkeley,
1931), P• 97.
4 Ibid.

proving to be workable and beneficial to the state's educa-

tion system.

According to Frederick Burk, President of the

San li'ranciseo State Normal School, who reviewed California

education at the close of 1902, the new certification law of.
1901 not only was operating satisfactorily, it was exceeding
the expectations of its Jlromoters. 5 'l'he spirit of the new

law was so evident that few teachers were attempting to use
the examination shortcut to a certificate.

"Nearly all of

the private cramming schools.n said Burk, "have been elosed." 6

It was now up to the universities and the normal
schools, observed Burk, to see that they were doing an ad.equate job of preJ}aring teachers. 7

Here there was room for

improvement since the universities had not yet provided
training schools.g

Burk places some of the

blatt~ for this

on the departments of the universities outside the field of

education.
There has been a lethargy in the administra-

tive departments of the universities and a

seeming callousness to the needs of the schools
for well trained university graduates as teachers
• • • derranding upon some sort of private feuds
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among the val'ious university departments

inimical to the pedagogical departments • • • • 9
It was President Burk •s belief that, with the return

of Professor Elm$r Brown to the University of California and
Professor Ellwood Cubberlay to Stanford after a year's travel
and study the situation would be remedied.

10

There were still. however, some l"Ulflblings of' dissatisfaction h$ard from county

SUJ-~rintendents

who did not

appreciate their loss to the State Board of Education of the
control

or

certification. 11

Harr

~'iagner,

Editor of the !!lf<t,rn

~rn1l

2I.. Esb!stl-

.ili!l, among othe.rs, wrote to pour oil on the troubled waters
resulting from this difference in

~~ints

of view.

We do not believe that the present plan of
certificating high-school teachers is the best
possible plan, but we do believe that it is so
greatly sut;erior to (County Board Control) that
such a change can hardly be seriously discussed.l2

The County Superintendents examined the problem at
their

n~eting

in December 1904 and adopted the following

"Reso:Jrytd, That we favor the present method of

resolution:

9~., P• 26.
lOibid•
llMark Keppel, ••county Board of r~dueation," Jtl@stern

Journal

at

Esi,uca't(~gn,

IX (March, 1904), p. 271.

l. 2Harr Wagner, "The County Boards and the High
Schools, n W$!,S1t,ern ,ZgurnaJ. g! Eguseilfism. IX (February I 1904)'

P• 66.
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certification of high school teacherse" ·

This marked an end of their opposition to the credential law of 1901 and swung thei.t.. suppx?rt more fully behind

the State Board of Education.
Cne final sign-post pointing to the need for better

teacher education and thus leading to the fifth-year requirement was an observation by George F. Brown concerning shortcomings in college programs.

He noted that:

~~n the high schools employ teachers with only
an elementary normal school training they find
them f&dagogically trained, perhaps. but wanting
in scholarship. Their range of knowledge is too
limited for the training they are expected to
give. When tbey employ university graduates

they find them strong in scholarr.dliJ;;, perhaps,
but with no r~dagogical training or insight.
Something ought to be done in a university which
sands teachers into the high schools to open up
to them the large field. of pedagogic knowledge
they have not entered, and reveal to them the
conditions of successful teaehing other than a
knowledge of the subjects taught. 14

The need existed for a university tYJ:e of education
which also included t'lork in the field of professional educa-

l"lcounty Bnards of Education, ~Resolutions of' the
Pileeting o~. Dacember1 l904.eo :v;y~ern ~::.wil QJ: J!tgy~a.tiol},, X.
(!vlarch. 1905), P• 2ul.
1 4oeorge P. Brown, ••The University l~ust Train High
School Teachers," !lu:~trn Jo\!rn:al Q1 Educatiqn, I (~1arcb,
1905), lh :no .

The next big step taken in the State to improve these

existing conditions was to add a graduate study requirement.
The State Board of Education had established a three man high

school credentials committee of the following State Board
members:

Elmer E. Brown, University of California; M.E.

Dailey and Frederick Burk, Presidents of the Normal Schools
at San Jose and San Francisco respectively. 1 5

The committee submitted its report at the State
Board meeting of January 19, 1905 in Sacramento.

The rer10rt

recommended the addition of a requirement of one-half year

of graduate study for the high school credential.
The Board adopted the l'"ecol'lmlendation in the following
form:

On and after this date and until further
notice, high school certificates may ba granted
according to law, as provided in the same sections, subdivisions and paragraphs to g~aduates
or approved colleges and universities who have
takfJn cou.r•ses in the theory of education or in
the actual practice of teaching, under supervision of the ~~dagogical faculty equivalent
to twelve hours per week for one-~alf year; and
who, since receiving the bachelor's degree, have
completed one-hal£ year of advanced academic or
professional (pedagogical) work, in residence,
either at the same institution or at some ar,~proved
institution, or, in lieu of such graduate study,
have taught with decided success, as regular

teacher or as principal, at least twenty

months in any reputable school, elementary
or secondary.l6

The State of California thus for the first time

officially required graduate study in a segment of its eredentialing program.
Bulletin No. 59 of the State Det>artment of Education,
June 3, 1905 put into effect this one-half year of graduate

study requirement whieh was the same as the University of
California required of its graduates,l7
II.

FULL FIF1'H ... YEAR REQUIHED OF SECONDARY TgACHEits

The State Board of Education continued to press
for higher requirements.

At its August

5, 1905 meeting in

Sacramento it passed a resolution calling for a joint eon·

terence of the State Board and five University of California
faculty members to revise the high school certification rules.

C.c. Van Liaw was appointed a committee of one to J::ropare
a :revision of the present rules to serve as a basis of' dis ....
eussion.

The conference was to be held in San Ii'rancisco in

16 California State Board of Education n~anutes of the
Meeting of January 19, 1905,~ W§§t!tn tournai 2l Edusat~aq,

X

(~~eb.t'Uary_

1905), P• 120.

17california State Department of Education, "Bulletin
No •.
Law and Rules for Uigb School Certificates," Wsue:tern
sisntrna 2! tqgucat&Q!&. X (July, 1905) • PP• 616-618.
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connection with the next Board meeting. 1g
f1e.e.Jt~P.&

!U:

~ '!~il<!.

Bsuax:!!

2.!! December

J.t-2, 12Qi

The next meeting of the State Board of Education was
held, as planned, in San
1905.

Jt~rancisco

on December 4th and 5th,

It was at this meeting that the fifth-year r$quiraroent

was initially adot.\ted (see

Ap:p~ndix

E for complete Board

minutes).

The Board was composed entirely of professional
educators with the exception of Governor George
who was not in attendance.

Those pl"esent were:

c.

Pardee,

Morris E.

Dailey, President of the San Josa State Normal School;
J.F. Millspough, President of the Los Angeles State Normal
School;

c.c.

Van Liew, President of the Chico State Normal

School; Samuel T. Black, President of the San Diego State
Normal School, and presiding Board Chairman in the absence
of Governor f·ardee; Frederick L. Burk, President of the

San Francisco State Normal School; F.B. Dresslar, Professor
of Pedagogy, Uni vers:l.ty of California; and Thomas J. Kirk,

Superintendent of Public Instruction. 19

18california State Board of Education, "Minutes of the
14eeting of August 5, 1905." ~e@tern ~Q!Jtrntl sU:, Eduea;tiQ..ll, X
(September, 1905), P• 72).
19calif'ornia State Board of Education, "}!'J.nutes of the
Meeting of December 4-5, 1905," We§tel"l! JgurniJ. gt Edyca:t(ig~,
Vol. VI (January, 1906), P• 49.
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The Board held its conference to discuss high
school certification with the following five University of
California faculty members:

Irving Stringham, Wm. Carey

Jones, E.C. Moore, and A.F. La.r1ge, and later L.H. Richardson. 20

President

c.c.

Van Liew presented the recommendations

stemming from this meeting;

In pursuance or a resolution adopted by this
Board at the meeting held on August 5, 1905, a
conference was held between the State Board o£
Education and a committee from the faculty of
the University of California, in this City on
December 4., 1905 for the purpose of formulating
rules and regulations within the powers and
duties of the State Board of Education for the
granting of high school certificates which would

be clear and definite and that would be satis-

factory to those who desire to have California
maintain her high standard for secondary teachers.
At such conference the following statements
or resolutions were adopted as expressing the
views of the members in this question • • • •
Four things are the evident interest of the

law:
1.•

'that a high grade of. both academic and
pedagogical efficiency be maintained, tho
State University being taken as the academic
standard;

£•

That the State Board of Education shall be

the sole judge of the l)rofessional standards

to be ma.intained, and of the equivalence of
credentials to University of California
standards;

.2.•

That nothing in the standards set by the gen•
eral regul$tions .of the Board shall unjustly
prevent the certification of fit individuals

who cannot technically meet the requirements

of such rules;
20!W.·
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g,. That no state institutions!· nor set of state

institutions, as such, sha 1 be permitted to
control secondary certification. The aim is
squarely the efficiency of the secondary
teaching service. The responsible judge and
authority is the State Board of Education.2l

The conference felt that the standards
comp~tency

or

p:"ofessional

should be high and should be approximately the

same for all.

In this vein they made recommendations for

determining compliance with these high standards of profes•

sional competence.
graduate study. 22
A:dol?.t!Q!! Q..t

The recommendations included one year of

tt.!,,

f*f~h,-~

l'E\guirement,.

The Board

accepted and approved the recommendations of the joint eon-

terence and appointed a committee of Presidents Millspaugh,
Van Liew and Wheeler to formulate rules in accordance with
the recommendations of the conference.
This committee presented its recommendations which

were nearly word for word the same as those that the joint
conference had developed, on tbe afternoon of December 5,

1905.
The report readt
1. High school certificates may be issued
under the provisions of Section 1521, Sub. 2(a),
and Section 1775, l(a) of the Political Code of

9.3
California, as follows:
To candidates wbo have received the Bachelor's
Degree from a college requiring not leas than
eight years of tdgh school and college training,
and who submit evidence that in addition to the
courses required for the Bachelor's Degree, they
have successfully completed at least one year of
raduate study in a UniversitY belonging to the
ssoeiation of American Universities; whieh year
of graduate study shall include one half-year of
advanced academic study (r..art of the time, at
least, being devoted to one or more or the subjects taught in the high school), and such other
time in a well-equipped training school of secondary grade directed by the Department of Education
o£ any one of the Universities of the Association,

f

as may be necessary to fulfill the f'Sdagogieal

requirements prescribed by this Board.23

This rule was adopted on a roll call vote:
Ayes: Dail~Y, Millspaugh, Van Liew, Wheeler,
Dresslar, Kirk, and Black; 7; Noes, none, Burk
not voting.24

It was
"August 1,

furt~er

ordered that these rules take effect,

1906.'• 25

Bulletin No. 99 on "High School Certification,"
effect:t.ve on August 1, 19o6, placed the rules adopted. by the

State Board. intrJ effact.

It also reiterated the Board 'a rule

on what constituted the minimum amount of Fedagogy which
Section 1521, Subdivision 2 (a) of the Political Code, dit•ected

the State Board of Education to prescribe.
J

1

1

Hva •

2

vP

".lli!!•, P• 59.

241\11d. I P• 60.

25

Ib,d.
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This minimum amount of professional education (in
addition to the one half-year of advanced academic study) was
to consist of an additional half-year to make the total one
year of graduate study.
The one hal.f-year of professional study required:

Satisfactory completion of courses, suitable
and essential to acquiring efficient skill in
teaching and an intelligent comprehension of
the scope, and the attainable goals in high
school instruction; said courses to be equivalent to not lass than twelve hours per week for
one half-year; ~rQX~4!4. that at least one third
of this work shall consist of practical teaching
under the direction of supervising instructors
of academic competency and breadth or pedagogic
comprehension who for a period of not less than
two years have taught the subjects in which they
supervise .26
However an unforseen delay in implementation came in

the form of the earthquake of April 18, 1906.

In view of

this emergency and due to the rules not being fully understood by graduates of the University of California and
Stanford University, the requirements "adopted December 5,

1905" were postFoned until "December l, 1906" for "such
graduates." 27 Regardless of this delay, California became
the first state to require a fifth-year of prepar'ation for

26california State Department of Education, "Bulletin
No. 99 f High school Certification," l!iit!rn tQ!!t!lil: gl

}i:~ucat1gn,

XI (August, 1906),pp. 47-51.

~?california State Departtnent of Education, Ivl~Jp.r!(e§,
Vol. III, September 21, 1906, :P• 339.
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teaching certification at the high school level.

The basic

premise that a professional education for teaching in the
secondary schools dEtmanded additional

l'~reparation

beyond the

baccalaureate degree bad become established.
Alexis F. Lange, who had succeeded Elmer Brown as
Head of the Department

or

Education at the Un:l varsity of

California, spoke .for everyone who had worked so hard to
achieve the fifth-year requirement when he said:
The State Board of Education ~~ver did a
thing worthier of leadership than when it broke
away :from antiquated traditl.on by prescribing
at least a half year of academic graduate study
at institutions where such study is carried on
• • • another half year bas been added to make
room for educational theory and practice. Well
doneJ'-8

SUmm§l'"Y

With the climate of secondary education baing conducive to higher teaching requirements, and with professional
educators advocating better teacher education and selection,
the adoption of a graduate requirement was a reasonable
development.
The University of California acted first.

Under the

existing State provisions that teacher candidates must obtain
the University's recommendation for teacher credentials, the
2gAlexis F. Lange, "The Training of Teachers in
Secondary Schools," We§k~F~ Jgyrn!l gt ~d~e~~iqn, XII

(January, 1907), P• 32.

·
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University stipulated on0 half-year of graduate study as a
requirement for the recommendation.

The one half-year

included both academic and professional study.
The value of a broad, liberal arts type of education
for secondary teachers was also .r•ecognized since the gradu-

ates of some liberal arts colleges were doing a better job of
high school teaching than were university graduates who could
not teach as many subjects in the broadening high school
curriculum.

As a result, in l90J a full year of graduate

study was being recommended in order for teachers to gain
mora knowledge in minol.. subject areas.

While the new State-wide law of 1901, (which based.
certification on credentials) was functioning very well, it
was recognized that the universities had to strive harder
to provide adequate practice teaching Of>portunity for their
teacher candidates.
In order to strengthen thta teacher preparation program
the State Board in January, 1905. followed the lead of the
Univ-ersity and adopted the one half-year of graduate work as
a requirement for high school certification.
The State Board did not stop here, but rather con-

tinued to press for higher requirements.

A conference was

held bringing together State Board members and five University
of California faculty members.

The recommendation of this

group was that one year of graduate study should be required.
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On December 5, 1905, the State Board of Education
(made up except for the Governor, exclusively of
educators) adopted

tt~

~~ofessional

fifth-year requirement for the high

school teaching certificate.

The year was to include:

one

half-year of advanced academic study including the study of
subjects taught in high schools, and one half-year of pro-

fessional study to include

couz~ses

sui table to acquiring

teaching skill and comprehension of educational goals, as
well as practice teaching.
The effective date of this requirement was August l,

1906, with a later effective date of December l, 1906 for
University of California and Stanford graduates due to difficulty caused by the San Francisco earthquake.

With this adoption of the fifth-year requirement.
California established high school teaching as a profession
requiring its own specialized graduate preparation.

CHAPTER VI
St.Jl.iMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND REC(lf..V•lENDATIONS

The adoption of the fifth-year requirement for the
secondary credential in 1905, with implementation in 1906,
was the result of the convergence and melding of many raetors.

Had some of these elerll&nts not been present o:c had

they not reached a requisite level of development, the

adoption probably would not have taken place.
That all these factors did coJ.Ue to .focus at such an
early date in California reveals why this state anteeeded
any other state by over a quarter of a century in adoFting
the fifth-year requi:r--ernent for seconda.t·y school teachers

(the District of Columbia and Arizona were next in 1933 and

1936 respectively). 1 It also aids in understanding that
some states today still rlo not require five years of teacher

preparation while California bas extended the requirement to
include elementary as well as secondary teachers. 2
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QL

usu:her~.

The first ·:>f these basic

factors leading to the fi.fth-}'-ear requirement for high school
certification was

tk~

oversupply of secondary teachers exist-

ent at the time of its adoption.

Beattie indicated that this

annual oversupply approximated six hundred"

r-1any of these

tea chars wer-e poorly equipped to teach in secondary scho()ls,
yet because of low certification atandar·ds, war-e autb.<:Jrized

to do so"
Since there were more certit'ieated high school teachers
than the.r.e were high school positions, thtn-e was seve.re com-

petition ;t;or these positions.

This served to depress salaries

and often r-esulted, observed Samuel T. Black and

e.G.

Van Liew,

in the hiring of inferio:t" teachers simply because they would

agree to work for lower salaries.
~'tith

the

Univ~rsity

of California. and Stanford Unive:r·-

sity able to supply nearly twice as many secondary tet-tchera as

there existed high school positions in 1900, the certification

standards could be appreciably raised without creating any
shortage...

At the same time such action would prevent unquali-

fied teachers from. receiving eert;ificates.,

teache.r:•s, as State

tbus ha eliminated.

SuJ.~rintendent

These tthomo-made'*

Allen called tbem, could
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$dycil(2:t:S NfiQJBndin& 114iindJrom.

The second requisite factor was the existence of a united
body of professional educators outlining and seeking a better

educational program for

taacl~rs.

The National Education

Association, as shown in the recommendations of the Committee
of Fifteen; the California Teachers Association in their
Conventions of 1901-02 and the work of the Sanford Committee
in 1896: coll.ege and university faculties, and other teachers t
groups and educators in the State developed and fought for,
standards necessary fo.r• adequate Jir>epa:c•ation.

These standards included the followings
(l) A broad liberal education such as
by the California Teachers Association.

tt~t

advocated

This advocacy was

evidenced in the repot't of the Sanford Committee.

Fux•ther

expression of support for the liberal education of teachers
was voiced at California Teachers Association conventions by

c.c.

Van Liew, president o£ the California Teachers Associa-

tion, and by F.B. Dresslar of the University of California.
(2) Professional study in the history of education,
child growth and development, methodology and curriculum
whicb these men and the California Teachers Association also
promoted.
(J)

J)ractice teaching adequately sut-ervised which

Dresslar, Van Liew and the County Superintendents o£ Schools
felt was the best way to identify good teaching candidates.
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(4) Depth of prepar·a.tion in a major area.

This was

also suppor·ted by the State t a educators, but it was

Dresslax~

who recommended that this depth be gained in graduate school.
(5) Preparation in minor areas of high school teaching.

This was voiced best bY

w.

Scott Thomas of the UniversitY or

Cal:U.\:>rnia facultY who observed in high school teachers a

lack of preparation in minor areas of teaching.
3.

frpfe§§!R~il l§igersbi~·

A third element was the

presence of competent and dYnamic educational leadership in
California.

'!'he California Teachers Association was espe-

ciallY significant; in fulfilling this role.

It included all

segments of education and men like State SUf'erintendents
Black, Kirk and Swett; State Normal School Presidents Van

1,1ew, Burk and DaileY; and Brown and Dresslar of the Univel" ...

sitY of

all top educational leaders of ttw State,

Califoz~ia;

were its leaders.

The committees and coramissions of the

California Teachers Association were instrumental in promoting
educa·tional progress bY studYing and making recommendations

concerning teacher educationG
The in:f'lueneial State Board of Education trlbich evidenced its leadership bY adopting the fifth-Year requirement,
was composed, except .for the Governor, entirelY of pro ...

fessional educators.
z~lanY

active leaders in the dl"ive for batter educated
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teachers came from the ranks of the county and city superintendents of schools.

Of special note were SuJ:.erintandent

Doub of Kearn County who advocated l)raetiee teaching and
SUJ>erintendent Furlong of San Rafael who

sup~10rted

University

recommendation as a requirement for teacher certification.
The faculty of

tl~

University of California and those

of other institutions of higher education were active in the
area of teacher education.
The leadership

e~~cised

by all of these groups was

greatly enhanced by the coordination among them.

Their

cooperation was facilitated through many men who belonged

to. and worked in, two or more of the grour3•
4.

Centralize<! ggn:t.r.9! gt.: gerti:i:i:.Ci:fiiQn.

Evolution-

ary changes in certification leading toward. centralized
State control was a fourth factor important in leading to
the

fifth-y~utr

requirement.

These changes included the use

of credentials, in the form of college diJ:>lomas, rather than
examinations as tb.e basis for certification as ,provided in
the laws of 1891 and 189).

The centralization also included

the vesting, through the certification law of 1901, of certification power in the hands of the State Board of Education
rather than in local boards.
of

The abuses and the inadequacies

local control and the failure of the examination system

were recognized in the scandals of 1878.

Of course there

l.O)

were setbacks such as ·the return to localized control in 1879,
hut these were small Sebtbacks in tho ove.!.">-all progression
towa.rd

c~:Jr.ttral1za.t1on.

With the. contx·olling

Ji()W'3r

f'n.t• certification in Stat<?;

hands, as the result of the: credential laws of 1893 and
1901. uniform and higher staru.h·u·ds could he
t~n:for-ced

~~stablished

and

as contrasted to a tmllti11licitY of' d:if'feri.ng require-

ments u.ndex· individual countY and citY control.
;.

§.rum_~...._ ...Qpf.tl!.£ 5!Ut$!.~ .!?it. 9.~.~'"U'l~~Wl*.JiJ&ll•

a fii'th necesaa.rY element

th~

growth. and develo ru:oont oi.'

As
tl~'

hi.gh school sYstem had reaeMd a point >:-equiring better

prer:ared

teache:t~s.

BY 1905

ther~1

senrentY-sawn hi.gh schools in

too

were ou.e hundred and
Stat~e.

The sCO!Je and

d~pth

nf eurricula:t."' of.fering::J in the high-eehools were such that
teaet&ers needed to
matter

k.r;~.otrJledge

oo better

&-\t..e.x:~x·ed

:ln dai;th of

and in breadth of' subj;::ets

thr~Y

::m.bj~et

could teach.

Also the h..i.gh school sYstem was financiallY State
sul"Por.·ted unde:r provisions of the not..rell Act of 190) J! tlnd

was healthY 11 r<esJ$eted and

6.

g:c•"';:~sing.

g,o.l,:J.i&!l-. ul.emo.n .';!,[.~El£l\~m·

A sixth and keY

factor malting :possible the adoption of truJ fifth-Yeax·

rat.wirement was tb:a pr<>vision in the certification latt of. 1881,
tbJAt candidates

feu~

ca secondarY

mended bY the college

C.t\~d.zmtial mu.~t

OJ..."' colleg~s

t;e recom-

at 'f!Jhich thaY racei.v-® their
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education.

Such a recommendation was deemed to be even more

important than the college

degx~e

itself by some educators

including State Superintendent Black who felt it would be

unpardonable to issue a teaching certificate without such a
recommendation.
colleges could

This bad the affect of indicating that the
re~uire

additional work beyond a Bachelor's

The University of

Califo~nia

thus was able to require,

in 1901, a half-year of' graduate work.

This requirement was

the direct forerunner of the full, fifth-year requirement.

..tm

7. C.-ol:J,.ege§ resEQn§.&R:bfJ fru:
educQti,QniJ.. J2r2&+•f!m.
A .final cotltingent factor was evidenced when the NSJ:onaibility for ensuring proper teacher education was taken away
from examining boards and placed in the hands of the colleges

and universities by the provisions

or

the credential laws or

lt!9J and 1901.
These institutions, in order to do a sound job, and
in order to be able to give a valid reco1nmendation to a
candidate, had to improve not only their teacher education
programs but had to decide properly who should receive a

recommendation.
In order to do this, the institutions adopted more
comprehensive programs (as outlined above in the standards

recommended by professional educators) and required student
teaching in accordance with a State Board of Education

10.5

requirement adopted in 1902.

This higher quality teacher

education demanded more than four years to accomplish and
led directly to graduate requirements.
With all of these factors fresent the State of
California initiated the five-year prog.r•am of teacher education by adopting, in 1905, and implementing in 1906, its
fifth-year requirement for high school teachers.
II.
frinci\11~~. E;r;;ablis~.~

lqq Fif!ch-ltl£

CONCLUSIONS

P.I, l!!d

Refl§c:ttest

.tn,

!che Ad,gl&i:2t!. 2!:

~e9!iremen~

Evident in this adoption were certain basic principles
of sound teacher education.

While all of these concepts had

roots in the history and development of certification, it
was in the adoption of the fifth-year requirement that they
were brought sharply into focus and became firmly established.

Hgles Ql

~

'!triQ..l:lf. Agencie§

The first of these J>r>inciples concerned the roles that

var·ious agencies had in teacher certification.
1.

112.1§ Q.f the

~lf@lfe.

The {-OSition of the State in

certification now was dominant over that of local authorities.
State-wide control with one uniform set of State credentialing requirements prevailed rather than individual autonomy by
counties or local school districts.
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2.

Rgl!. of

~!Me }&@j§lj~.

The role of the State

legislature was that of passing the basic enabling acts to
carry out their Constitutional commitments.

Concerning

sGeondary cred.entialing the legislature's only charges to
the State Board of Education were that any credentials J.•resented for certification must be based upon the equivalent of
a bachelor's degree from the University of California; that a
minimum amount of teacher education should be J:-rescribed by

the board; and that a candidate must be recommended by a
college.

The legislature charged the State Board of Educa-

tion to prescribe the general rules for certification.
Thus the concept of the legislature's role in certification was that the legislature left the specifics of
certification to professional educators.

3.

Role g;t: the

S~§lit~

B£ird.

The State Board of

Education and tbe State Department of Education saw their
roles as those of developing minimum regulations and administering the certification regulations.

In the wording of

their adoption of the fifth... year requirement the State Board

of Education revealed this concept.
4.

Rol$! of. .£!19b!r

~Hty.cal(ign inslf;i:t:~&t(igns.

The main

responsibility for prescribing the requirements upon which
certification was to be based was left to tlw individual
teacher education institutions themselves.

'!'his concept held
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that it was the responsibility of the colleges to provide a
sound, well-rounded education program both academically and
professionally, for its teacher candidates.
Thus the principles o£ what the role of each agency
should be in teacher certification were established.

s.

RQle Rf

ed~SAtignl!

I§SO§iBtion§.

Tba concept or

where educational associations fit into the picture was also
manifested in the adoption of the fifth-year requirement.
Their value lay in their ability to provide leadership and

concerted effort toward realizing desirable educational goals.

They brought teachers, professional educators, and interested
laymen together to share ideas, to study problems. and to
make recommendations to the teacher education institutions,
to the State Board, and ·to the Legislature.
Ie12her

~elec~1qn,

'rhe principle of the manner in which teachers were to

be selected was also established.

It was the responsibility

of the teacher education institutions to develop their own
standards and selection processes.
ti~ir

It was also therefore

responsibility to see that only worthy candidates were

granted credentials and l"ecommendations .from their institu-

tions.
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The expressed principle that the amount of preparation
for teachers should be more than is required for a bachelor's
degree established teaching as a true profession.

As such it

required specialized p ..ofessional training beyond that of' a
baccalaureate degree.

CQnf<ent 2f. i.

l:•tfiber Ed,uesrct!M

fr2&£il!!

The concept o£ what should be the nature of a teacher
education program was likewise

of the fifth ... year requirement.

establisl~d

in the adoption

It was to include a broad

general education, depth and breadth of subject matter study,
professional education and student teaching.

Such a J'rogram

would provide secondarY teuachers with the firm base theY

would. need in order not onlY to be successful teachers in
the beginning but also to grow and develop throughout their

This histo:r•ical weaving o:f' the story of the adoption

of the fifth-Year requirement has been the result of drawing
together many threads of information from the annals of

teacher education.

The .resultant fabric of such a study

clearlY shows the requirement to be a product of the events
and successes of the movement for im1}roved education for
teachers.

There can be but little doubt that these success-

es were achieved through concerted effort on the rart of
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professional educators striving for a profession of education.
That they were successful in gaining some measure of this
p.r•of'essional status is proved by th<il adoption of' the fifthyear requirement for secondary teacher certification in
California.
IV.

ilECCl•~1ENDATICNS

FOR FUUTHER STUDY

Since this study was concerned with the adoption of
the fifth-year requirement, along with events leading up to

the adoption, it was not within the scope of the study to
cover current practices and requ.i.r•ernents for f.ifth•year programs in California teacher education institutions.

Such a

study would be desirable and would serve to reveal whether
the principles tmnearning the roles

or

the various agencies

involved in certification bad changed, and if ao in what
ways.

An historical study, similar to the one }'resented
here, but concerning tbe adoption of recent certification

regulations, would indicate what forces led to the passage of
this legislation and what leadership was instrumental in its
development and adoption.
A study could then be made comparing the rnannex- in

which the fifth-year requirement was
way

aclot:~ted

with that of the

in which current legislation and regulations are developed.
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APPENDIX A
CALIF'ORNIA

S'rATl~

EDUCAr.riONAL CCMl'USSION M&.MBERS f'!tESENT

Afl' 'fHE SAN FRANCISCO MEETING, APRIL 12, 1900

Edward F. Adams, Wrights
Alden And~rson, Sui$un
James A. Barr, Stockton
G.W. Beattie, Berkeley
H.z.t~ Bland, San Jose
Elmer E. Brown, Berkeley
John E. Budd, Stockton
Frederic Burk, San Francisco
Rev. T.F. Burnham, Vallejo
c.w. Childs, San Jose
Ellwood P. Cubberley, Stanford Univ.
Hora_;e, Davis! San Francisco
Dr • .L!..l~. Dil e, Oakland
F.E. Dunlap, Stockton
Robert Furlong, San Rafael
Mr. Julia Hughes Gilbert, Stanford Univ.
James w. Graham, Hanford
tvill s. Green, Colusa
1\lrs. Phoebe A. Hearst, San Francisco
Timothy Hopkins, San Francisco
Edward Hyatt, Riverside
Pres. David Starr Jordon, Stan.fol"d U11iv.
Supt. Thomas J. Kirk, Sacran~nto
g.o. Lardins, Visalia
J.W. Linscott, Santa Cl"UZ
Charles F. Lurnmis, Los Angeles

c.w.
w.s.

~~rk, San Francisco
~~lick, Pasadena

Frank Morton, San Francisco
Charles A. Murdock, San Francisco
C.L. McLane, Fresno
J.B. McChesney, Oakland

J.W. Me Clymonds

Dakland

luiayor Jam$s D. Phelan, San Francisco
Senator Chester A. Rowell, Fresno
Arthur Rogers, San Francisco

R.M. Shackelford, Paso Robles
P. it/. Smith, Auburn

Judge Edward Sweeney, Redding
John Swett, ~~rtinez

George L. Sackett, Ventura

-

c
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R.H. Webster, San Francisco
H. Weinstock, Sacramento

Pres. Benjamin Ide Wheeler, Berkeley
E.B. Willis, Sacramento
Total 45

"Califo.t:-nia State Education Commission, 1'
!!gu.rns). 91. Ecms.i'!1ion, v (Yiay, 1900), r· 18.

Wef.rt{~~.n

APPENDIX B
RF..:POR'f TO '!'HE CALIFORNIA EDUCAfriONAL 00.11\USS!Ol'J

nnuring the first half of the school history of
California, practically all teachers' certificates were
based on examina.tions by local or state boards.

Since 1<!79,

the county boards have been the examining bodies.

The first

normal school law in California, J;assed in 1862, Frovided

that the diplomas and certificates of qualification issued
to graduates should entitle tha holders thereof to teach in

any school in the state of the grade specified therein, for
the term of two years, without further examination.

From

this small beginning, the list of credentials that the state

has recognized as evidence of fitness, for teaching, without
further examination, has grown till it today includes:
(I} Di f;lo.mas from all California State Normal Schools,
and .from Normal schools of other states, Urliversity of Calif.
diplomas. and diplomas from Stanford, Ht!u·vard, Yale, Johns
Ho·pkins, and most of' the other leading uni vex•si ties of the

United States;

(II) Certain grades of' certificates issued by the

G.W. Beattie, »Certification of Teachers. The Duties
of County Boards of Education," !!l!J?:tem JournAl Q£ Edgc@~ion,
V (May, 1900), J)P• 21-24. (A contribution to the discussion
of the to}!iC by the Cali.fo.r·nia Educational Commission
April 12, 1900).
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various County Boards in California, and life diplomas from

other states.

The second class, as a rule, is based on some

formal examination without reference to SFecial training.
ttFoz· many years the methods of certificating on exami-

nation and on credentials have been working side by side,
most of the time on an equal footing, so far as the law was
concerned.

sic

During this

sur~riority,

the examination.

time~

simply by reason of ita intrin-

the credential bas bean steadily supplanting
Of the grammar grade certificates, exclusive

of the life and educational diplomas of that grade, now existing in the state, 4,175 have been issued on credentials, and

only 1,970 on examination, while in the high school grade the
examination is already obsolete.

Answers to inquiries as to

the number of high school certificates granted under each of
the two rnethods within the past year in the different counties

of the state, give the following results:
The fifty-seven counties re1~rt a total of thirty-one
on examination and 234 on credentials. Forty-two

counties issuing fifty-two pax•cent of all high school

certificates granted last year have made rw use

whatever of the examination privilege.

ntet us now consider the supply of certificated
teachers, both present and prospective, and the demand. for
the same.

"As the state has been rapidly moving toward the
credential basis, a question naturally arises whether the
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less desirable method of certificating by examination
can be wholly dispensed with
schools.

without~

inconvenience to the

An interesting and extensive investigation, rend-

ered possible by the hearty co-operation of Superintendent of
Public Instruction Thomas J. Kirk, Pr•of. Elmer E. Brown of
the University of California, and. the County Superintendents
of the fifty-seven counties in the state, is now completed,

and throws needed light on the question of present supply and
demand.

The County Superintendents have furnished lists of

the certificated teachers in their respective counties, and

these have been combined, freed from duplicates, and indexed
by M.r. James u. Smith, a graduate student in the Department

of Pedagogy in the University of' California.
n

In preparing these lists the County Superintendents

were instructed to omit from the same all papers standing in
the names of deceased persons, and of persons known to have
retired permanently from the business of teaching.
n

gati,,n.

I am now able to present the r•esults of this investiA }'ltill:'tial report was made by tne during the State

Association meeting in Sacramento last December.

Of valid

certificates now outstanding in the state, there are:

High School Diplomas
"
"
Educational Diplomas
n

tt

"

n

Certificates on Credentials
Certificates on Examination
Total High School Certificates

201
38
742
205

1186
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Grammar Grade Life Diplomas
1988
Educational
Diplomas
797
"n
"tt Normal Doe~nts
440
If
ft
Certificates on Credentials
.3735
rr
tt
Certificates on Examination
Total Grammar Grade Certificates l21Q. 8930

170)
.349

Primary Certificates
Special Certificates
Kindergarten Certificates

Total High School Certificates

__l22

r2)05

By the same investigation it is shown that the number
of new teachers, i.e., persons who have never taught
i~ ~a:i:o:n:a_p~b=i: ~c~o~l~
:o_t~;l'lar

!r:o:

As given in the report
for the year 1899.
The total number of
California is - - The total number of
is - ~ ~ - • - - ~

1899.

of the State Superintendent

positions in
- - - - - - - - - - - high school positions
teacl~rs'

• • -

~ ~

- -

~

•

~ ~

-

7438

495

"Thus it will be seen that for 495 high school positions,

that~

are 1,186

~~rsons

provided with high school

certificates, and for the remaining 6,943 positions there
is an army of 11,870 certificated teachers available, if we
include teachers holding high school cel.""tificates who do not
occupy high school f'Ositions.

"I have also some facts bearing on the question of
prosr.-ective supply.

The records of the State Normal Schools

in California show the following:
Total number of students in next to highest
classes from 1891-98 - - - - - - - - - - - - Total number of graduates from these
classes (1892~1899) - - - - - - - - - - Total number of students now in next to
highest classes - - - ... - .. - - ... - - - - - -

2982
1895
565
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"Using the ratio of the number of students in the

classes selected for eight years to the total number gradu-

ated f:rom the same as a basis for calculation, there should
be 360 graduates from the five state normal schools in 1901.

If we employ the ratio for the years 1898-1899, which is
probably fairer, since in the eight year period there was
a change from a three-year to a four-year course, which
materially lessened tbe nuraber of graduates for a time, the

number should be 400.
ttThru

[iii! the assistance of Dr. Elliott, registrar

of Stanford University, and of Mr. Cheney, appointment secreta-ry in the University of California .. I am enabled. to
r;resent a table showing the number of high school teachers
reoom.'nended from the two universities since 1894 together
with the number of new J:.ersons employed in the high schools
of the state each year.
rtecommendations
Certificates at
Recommendations
Certificates at

for high school
the Univ. of Calif.

1894 1895 1896 1897 1898 1899
40
60 67
72
126 110

for high school
Stanford Univ.

Total

t~umber o.f new teachers employed
in the high schools in the state
The recommendations in 1900 will

68

95

79 100

1)0 117

probably exceed 200.

"\fe may reasonably expect to have more than 600 pro-

fessionally trained teachers per year certificated from the
two universities and the five state normal schools by the
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time any changes in our certificating laws can become operative.

The reports from the counties show that only 567 new

teachers were employed in all the schools in the state during

the past year.

Thus, with nearly two teachers certificated

for every position in our• public schools, our Jirofessional

training-schools are supplying more teachers each year than
there are vacancies in the entire state.
"The question next arises, --What is to be the future
of the county boards?
"The Constitution of 1879 assigned to them specifical-

ly two duties:
1.

The adot>tion of text-books for- the schools of

2.

The examination of applicants for teachers'
certificates.

their counties.

"The Legislature has from time to time given to them
var·ious other duties, the most im}:Ku:•tant of which is the

adoption of cour·ses of study for the schc>ols of their county
not controlled by city boards of education.

"The Constitutional amendment of lS$4 relieved cout1ty
boards of 1..esponsibility concerning text books.

"The natural trend of events is fast taking from
them the work that heretofore has constituted theil" chief
occupation--the examination of applicants for teachers' certificates.
~1\50,000

The statistics just presented show that the

a year required for the rnaintenance of these examina-
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tions is not

exf~nded

because the schools of the state need

the untrained teachers who are certificated in this way.

We

are continuing a custom after having outgrown the conditions
that called it into existence.
"The State has three f.tOssible courses or,en to it:

1.
2.

The present arrangement may be continued with
its wasteful expenditure of money for things
not needed.
By constitutional amendment the county boards

may be abolished.

.3.

tlew duties may be assigned to these boards so
that the existing machinery may be utilized
for the attainment of needed ends.

"Personally, I believe the last course contains the
proper solution of the problem.

Expansion of supervisory

duties seems to n1e most promising."

APPENDIX C
UNIVERSITY CF CALIFORNIA'S CNE HALF-YEAR

t'1i' GRADUATE STUDY

"The

rasr~ctive

IlEQUIRE~1El\lT

Faculties will issue, to qualified

graduates of the University of any class not later than the
class of 1904, recomrnendations for High School Certificates.

For recommendation for the High School Certificate, the
following requirements must be complied with:
"(a) SPECIAL KNOWLEDGE.

Twenty units, normally in

the subject or group of closely allied subjects that the
candidate expects to teach; the ultimate decision as to the
candidate ts proficiency resting with the heads of the de:s.-artments concerned {In some det>artments more than twenty units

are necessaz•y).
n (b) PfiOFESSIONAL

KNCWLEDGE.

Eight units in education,

and four units, either in Education or in the department in
which the student seeks recommendati()n for a teacher's certificate.

Recommended graduates of California State Nonnal

Schools need not take these four units in the daJ:•artment in
which they se$k recommendations, but may take them in any
other department or departments.
"(c) GENERAL KNOWLEDGE.

Courses sufficient to repre-

University of California, Reg;\s;t«er, 1901-1902, pp. 9092 and P• 2·12.
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sent (with the inclusion of Special Studies) four groups
from the following list;

Natural Sciences" l4athematics,

English, Foreign Languages, History, Philosophy.

This

requirement is intended to secure, so far as is possible,
breadth of culture and sympa.thy with the various lines of
high school work.
"County and City Boards of Education have authority,

under Sections 1775 and 1792 of the Political Code of California, to issue certificates of the high school grade without
examination to graduates of the University when recommended
by the faculty.

Hereafter, with the single exeption noted

below, such recommendations will be issued only to

F~rsons

who have taken an academic degree and satisfied. the require-

ments

sr~cified

above.

"Graduate students who are g.r•anted a higher degree

may receive the teacher's recommendation with that degree,
provided they have complied. with the above requirements.
Under-graduates who propose remaining at the University for

graduate study are advised to J.'OStp.one a f4lrt or all of their

pedagogical courses until their undergraduate course is completed.

See the Regulations of the Graduate Department,

especially the provision for a Higher Course of Professional
Training for Teachers.

"Reconwended graduates of the State Normal Schools
of California may be granted the High School Teacher's
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Recommendation on the completion of two years' work, provided
they make their election of studies in conformity with the
schedule of requirements given above.
lead to an academic degree.

This course does not

In some eases the courses re-

quire more than two years' attendance.

County and City

Boards of Education have authority, under Section 150.3 of
the Political Code of California, to issue certificates of
the high school grade to the graduates of any State Normal
School of California who have successfully completed the two-

year course in Education at the University, when recommended
by the Faculty.

But, by recent action

()£

the State Legisla-

ture, the provisions of this paragraph lapse June JO, 190J.
"Upon petition to the Faculty, graduates of the
University, of any class not later than the class of 1904,
may receive

z~commendations

for certificates of the grammar

gK·ade.

"The same amount of' work in Education is required
for the recommendation for a grammar grade cex•tificate as

is required for the recommendation for a high school certificate.
Special Note -- Candidates for the teacher's recommendation,
of either the grammar or the high school grade, who are

graduated with the class

or

1905, or any succeeding class,

may receive such recommendation only on the satisfactory
completion of at last

Lsiif

one half-year of resident work
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in the graduate status.

Such candidate must have satisfied

the requirements of Special, Professional, and General knowledge enumerated above; and at least one of the courses
offered in satisfaction of the requirement of Special Knowledge, and one of the courses offered in satisfaction o£
the requirement of Professional Knowledge, must have been
completed in the graduate status.

The half-year in the

graduate status must represent at least nine units of regularly registered work, not including courses taken in the
summer session."
"A HIGHER COURSE OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES FOR TEACHERS.
"The respective faculties will issue to holders of the
Master's degree of this University, a Higher Recommendation
for the Teacher's Certificate.

Candidates for this Recommen-

dation must satisfy either the one or the other of two schedules of requirements:
{l) a schedule intended especially for those
pl~paring to become teachers in normal
schools, or principals or superintendents
of public schools, or
(2)

a sct~dule intended esp~cially for those
preparing to become department teachers
in secondary schools.

The work will usually require more than one year o:f study

in the graduate department.

The Recommendation will be

limited to students who have given evidence of

su~~rior

attainments in the practice of teactdng; this requirement
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Paul K. Hubbs
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Andrew J. Moulder
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John Swett
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Henry N. Bolander
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APPElii'DIX E

MINUTES OF THE ADOl-'1.' ICN OF THE

FIFTH-YEAR REQUIREMENT
"The meeting was called to order at 10 o'clock A.)1.,
President Black of the State Normal School at San Diego
presiding in the absence of Governor George

c.

Pardee.

"Roll call showed the following named members to be
in attendance:

Morris E. Dailey, President State Normal

School, San Jose; J.F. Millspaugh, President State Normal
School, Los Angeles;

c.c.

Van Liew, President State Normal

School, Chico; Samuel T. Black, President State Normal
School, San Diego; Frederic L. Burk, President State Normal
School, San Francisco; Dr. F.B. Dresslar, Professor of
Pedagogy, University of California; Thomas J. Kirk, Superintendent of Public Instruction and ex-office Secretary
State Board of Education.
"The following members were absent:

c.

Governor George

Pardee, President of the Board; Benjamin Ide Wheeler,

President of the University of California.
n In

addition to the members of the Board present, the

following members of the committee from the Faculty of the
"State Board of Education Maetir~ San Francisco,
December 4-5, 1905," W,~stern ~ourn!l Q! !dyC@Mioq, XI
(January, 1906), PP• 49~61.

l)J
University of California were present to meet the members of
the State Board of Education in conference to discuss the
powers and duties of the State Board regarding high school
certificates:

Irving Stringham, Wm. Carey Jones,

E.c.

Moore,

and A.F. Lange, and later, L.H. Richardson.
3

During the reading of the minutes

or

the last meeting

of the Board it was moved and carried to defer the meeting ot

the Board until after the conference bad been held.

At lO:JO

A.M. the Board therefore, took a recess, subject to the call
of the chair.
3

At 4 o'clock the chairman called the members of the

Board together, the conference having completed its labors
and adjourned.

On roll call the same members were found to

be in attendance that were present at the morning session,

and also President Wheeler of the State University •

••••••••••
"President Van Liew. the committee of one appointed

at the last meeting of tbe Board to prepare a revision of
present rules for high school certification to serve as a
basis of discussion at the conference • stated that pu:•suant
to said motion he bad prepared a report which, together with
a report submitted by the University Committee, had been
considered at the conference. and that a report of the action
taken at the conference would be submitted the next morning •

••••••••••
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"The Board convened at 10 o'clock A.M., December 5th,
1905, with all members present except Governor Pardee and
President Wheeler of the University.
"It being the time fixed tor the consideration of the

conference report, the same was read by President Van Liew.
It is as follows;

Gentlemen;-"Your Committee on the Revision of Rules and Regulations for the granting of high school certificates begs leave
to submit the following report:
"In pursuance of a resolution adopt$d by this Board
at the meeting held on August 5th, 1905, a conference was
held between the State Board of Education and a committee
from the Faculty of the University of California, in this
city on December 4, 1905 for the purpose of formulating rules
and regulations within the powers and duties of the State

Board of Education for the granting of high school certificates which would be clear and definite and that would be
satisfactory to those who desire to have California maintain
her high standard for secondary teachers.
"At such conference the following statements or resolutions were adopted as expressing the views of the members
in this question, and the same respectfully submitted for
the consideration of this Board:
''Four things are the evident intent of the law:

1.35
£•
ei'fici~ncy

'l'hat a high grade of both academic and J=adagogical
be maintained, the State University being taken as

the academic standard;

12,.

'l'hat the State Board of Education shall be the

sole judge of the professional standards to be maintained,
and of the equivalence of credentials to University of
California standards;
~·

That nothing in the standards set by tbe general

regulations of the Board shall w1justly prevent the certification of fit individuals wbo cannot technically meet the.
requirements of such rules;

!!• That

no state institution, nor set of state in-

stitutions, as such, shall be permitted to control secondary
certification.

The aim is squarely th$ efficiency of the

secondary teaching service.

The responsible judge and

authority is the State Board o! Education.
''If' the above {a to d)

at"e

the intent of the law, they

eonsti tute the test to aJ>ply to the rules enacted by this
Boa:~:•d.

"Ample provision should be made so that anyone who may
desire to do so may have the fullest opportunity to prove his

fitness to receive the high school certificate, but the standard of professional competency should be high and approximate-

ly the sallle for all.

"Compliance with this standard of professional com-

1.)6

patency should be determined in three ways:
"l.

The candidate should have received the Bachelor's

degree from a college requiring not less than eight years of
high school and college training.
"Fu£~h~rmore, tl~

candidate should submit satisfactory

evidence that in addition to the courses required. for the

Bachelor's degree he has succassiully completed at least one
year of graduate study in a University belonging to the
American Association of Universities, which year of graduate
study should include the equivalent of one-half year of
advanced academic study (part of the time at least being
devoted to one or more of the subjects taught in the high
schools), and the equivalent of twelve hours per week of one
half-year of professional work in eou:t..ses specially designed
for teachers, at least one-third of which should consist of
actual teaching in a

well-equip~.ed

training school of secon-

dary grade (directed by the Def>artment of Education of any
one of the Universities of the Association); provided, that
a portion of the theoretical study of education hereby re-

quired may at the discretion of the University recommending
the candidate, be done in the undergraduate status; provided,

f'u:r•ther, that until July 1, 1908, practice teaching (together
with accompanying conferences) in a school of grammar grade
in connection with a California State Normal School, as
evidenced by a certificate of :proficiency, may be accepted
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as an equivalent of such actual teaching in a well-equipped
training school of secondary grade directed by the Department

of Education of the University issuing such credentials.

In

ease the candidate has received his post-graduate preparation
in two institutions, each institution should issue to such
candidate credentials to cover the work, both academic and
professional, performed under its direction.

rt2.

Candidates who have received the Bachelor's de-

gree from a college requiring an equivalent of not less than
e.ight years o:f high school and college training and present

satisfactory evidence that they have been graduated from a
California State Normal School, or some other Normal School
accredited by the State Board of Education, and have had
accompanying training school experience, or that they have
successfully completed in a University belonging to the
American Association the equivalent of at least one half-year
of graduate acadernie study (a part of the time at least being
devoted to one or more of the subjects taught in the high
school), in lieu of further professional training, should be
permitted to submit evidence showing that they have taught
with decided success, as regular teacher, or as

princir~l,

at

least twenty months, in any reputable school, elementary or
secondary, and receive the high school certificate.
n).

The Special High School Credential should also be

issued upon examination. held by the State Board of Education.
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ttGrammar school credentials should no longer be issued
by Universities which do not provide thorough professional

training for grammar school teachers.

Students in Universi-

ties or colleges who plan to become candidates for such
credentials should be urged to seek their professional
training in a State Normal School, after having received
the Junior Certificate or the Bachelor's degree, as they may
elect.
"Your committee begs to urge upon the State Board of
Education the necessity for issuing temporary credentials
valid for not more than two years, during which period the
candidate shall be on tz•ial,

p:~r1nanent

credentials then to

be issued only to such teacher as have done successful work.
nThe minimum amount of pedagogy which Section 1521,
Sub. 2 (a) directs the State Board of Education to prescribe,

is hereby declared to be as follows:
"Satisfactory completion of courses; suitable and
essential to acquiring efficient skill in teaching and an
intelligent comprehension of the scope, and the attainable
goals in high school instruction, said courses to be equivalent to not less than twelve hours per week for one halfyear; provided, that at least one-third of this work shall
consist of practical teaching under the direction of sur.>nrvising instructors of acac!amic competency and breadth of

pedagogic comprehension who for a

v~riod

of not less than
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two years have taught the subjects in which ttwy supervise.

'*The State Board of Education is not authorized by
Section 1521 to specify institutions in which prescribed
pedagogy may be taken, but as standards of equivalents, the
certificate from any institution belonging to the Association
of American Universities, or from any California State Normal
School, or their recognized equivalents, may be accepted,
provided that the recommendation of applic&nts by faculties
of institutions in which the pedagogical courses are pursued,

attests that the requirements above stated have been fulfilled.

c.c.

Van Liew

Committee

••••••••••
nOn motion the reF<Ort was accepted and placed on file.

"President Wheeler arrived at this point and took his
seat in the meeting.
"President Burk moved the adoption of that part of the
ret;ort which gives the minimum amount of pedagogy required.
On roll call the same was adopted by the votes of all members
present.
tt

President Van Liew moved. that the four statements of

governing principles mentioned in the

rGf~rt

be adopted as

representing the views of the State Board of Education on
high school certification.
adopted.

The motion was unanimously
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ttAfter a general discussion of the report, Pres. Burk
moved that

~~ssrs.

fdllspaugh, Van Liew and Wheeler be ap-

pointed a committee to formulate rules in accordance with
the recommendations of the conference.

The motion carried.

The conunittee was directed to report at its convenience, and
the members were then excused from the Board

Iv~eting •

••••••••••
"The Board reconvened at J o'clock :P.Ivl. with the same
members present as at the morning session.
"The report of the committee

apf~1nted

to formulate

rules in accordance with the recommendations of the conference was read by Pres. Van Liew.
"1.

The

reF~rt

is as follows:

High school certificates may be issued under the

provisions of Section 1521, Sub. 2 (a), and Section 1775,
l (a) of the .Politica.l Code of California, as f..ollows:
"To candidates who have received the Bachelor's Degree
from a college requiring not less than eight years of high
school and college training, and who submit evidence that in
addition to the courses required for
tl~y

tl~

Bachelor's Degree,

have successfully completed at least one year of gradu-

ate study in a University belonging to the Association of

American Universities; which year of graduate study shall
include one half-year of advanced academic study (part of the
time, at least, being devoted to one or more of the subjects
taught in the high school), and such o-cher time in a well-
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equipped training school of secondary grade directed by the
Department of Education of any one of the Universities of the
Association, as may be necessary to fulfill the pedagogical
requirements prescribed by this Board.
u 2.

In lieu of the p3dagogieal training above pre-

scribed, candidates may submit evidence showing that they
are graduates of a California Normal School, or other Normal
School officially recognised by this Board as of equivalent
rank, or have taught with decided success as regular teachers
or as principals at least twenty months in any reputable

school, elementary or secondary; and provided that until
July l, 1908, the practical teaching prescribed may have bean
pursued in schools of grammar grade.

"3.

The institution granting the Bachelor's Degree,

the institution in which the post-graduate academic study is
pursued, and the institution in which the pedagogical work
is done, shall each certify to the high character of the
work accomplished under its direction, and to the personal
fitness of tbe candidate.

"4.

While having no power to legislate in the prem-

ises, the Board, in adopting the foregoing conifieation [!Si£7
of its proposed procedure, does so in the understanding that
the University of California and the Leland Stanford Junior
U11iversitY will not recommend their graduates for g:t"ammar
school certificates, except as those desiring such certifi-
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cates shall have received their pedagogical training in
connection with a

t~ormal

School.
J .F. l>iillspaugh

c.c.

Van Liew

Benj. Ide Wheeler

••• • • • •• ••
"On motion of Pres. Van Liew, Rule l as read was then
adopted on roll call by the following votes:
Ayes -·

Dailey, ~ullspaugh, Van Liew, Wheeler,
Dresslar, Kirk, and Black; 7;

Noes -- none, Burk not voting.
''Rule 2, amended to add, 'or secondary grade in con-

nection with a California State Normal School, or under the

direction of the Department of Education of the University
of California or of Leland Stanford Junior University, as
evidenced by a certificate o:f proficiency from the authorities thereof,' was adopted.
n Rule

J waa adopted.

ttRule 4 was ordered spread upon the minutes.
''On roll call, on motion o.f Pres. Dailey, it was

ordered that the foregoing rules take effect on August l,

1906."

